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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
All over ··the UJ:ute.d States today cities and towns are work-
ing on curriculum revision.. Many ~ducatoTS 1)·elieve that chil-
- - -
drents interests as ex.p!'ess~tl. :tn their questions bear ::tmplica-
) 
tions for those who a~e working on these curriculum revision 
committeeso It is often through questions -that-a child makes 
known his needs and interests. 
Many students of child development have studied this means 
of approach to children's interests. In the summei> and· fall. of' 
1941 :Emily v. Baker gathered questions from children in grades 
. -
three thrbugh six in sixteen ~ities.. Her problem was - Given 
an atmosphere of freedom to present their questions, to work at 
problems of significance to them, what do children want'; ·to know 
about? In 1945 she published her findings under the title, 
Children is Questions and Their Implications for Planning the 
Curriculum .. l 
Now,~ a decade later, ,an attempt is being_ made in the pre,_. 
sent study to discover whether the boys and girls in 1951 have 
the s_a:me interests and needs as those youngsters of ten years 
ago, 'by comparing· our :t:tndings with thoi:te · 6':f 'the· Bttke~ 'S-tb:d:;r-~ -
lEmily V. Baker1' Chilfu!en's Qgestions and Their Implications 
for Planning the Curriculum, New York: Teachers College" Colum-
bia University, 1945o 
-1-
• 
• 
2. 
What do the boys and girls o.f 1951 want to know about 
their world? The present study has tried to achieve the fol-
lowing objectives: 
la To determine from the questions of approximately five 
thousand children ip. grades ·rour thr6'tigh six just what 
boys and girls in 1951 want to know about their worldo 
2. To categorize responses in the light of objective 
criteria .. 
3a To determine the frequency of specific ideas according 
to sex .. 
4 .. To determine. the .number of ideas in each category In '~\ 
relation to the total number of ideas expressedo 
5 .. To deter.mine the proportion of pupil response in eaeh 
category in relation to the total number of pupils in 
the investigation .. 
6• To compare all of our findings with those of the Baker 
study to see i:f children's questions, freely written, 
have changed in ten years .. 
'7 .. To determine the implications, if' any, childrenrs 
que·stions might have on cri.rricti.lum building today.,. 
--
CHAPTER II 
SUMMARY OF RELATED RESEARCH 
In a summary of' literature concerning ttthe questioning 
activity of children; with particUlar emphasis upon those in-
quiries made in classrooms ,n Baker1 states: 
The effort involved in making this study of chil-
dren's questions will be amply rewarded if the evidence 
gathered and the implications expressed challenge the 
teachers of children as well as the teachers of teachers 
to :face with renewed vigor and determination the question: 
How can the elementary school became a place fn which 
children may share more fully in the rights and privileges 
of living--one right of which is to be accorded untram-
meled respect :for their intellectual powers? 
Bakerrs2 study of 9~280 questions of' 1,402 elementary 
school children of grades three to six :tn. 16 cities in various 
sections of the United States proved that children were eager 
to ask questions to obtain information if given the opportu-
nity" The children were instructed to write questions ttabout 
anything with which they wanted helpeu This procedure defi-
nitely portrayed that, 
•o~b girls ask more questions than boys 9 that subject 
matter interests are in a varying degree common to 
both3boys and girls and common to all grades three to SUe 
From her study it is obvious that children are interested 
lBaker, .£E_ .. cito 3 p ... l70o 
2Ibide; ppe 4a 5-10~ 
3• Ibid.,a po 169 .. 
• 
in the origins and causes of natural and social phenomena and 
want help in interpretation.. Of the questions submitted, 
about 50 per cent fell within the social studies areas, with 
8 per cent asking help in understanding current events.. Of 
the 38 per cent of the questions requesting scientific infor-
mation, 3,.46 per cent were inquiries about the human body& 
I ' •. 
Less than 4 per cent of the pupils asked questions about local 
communi ties.. Yet they were curious abo.ut the earth, indus-
triesa ·and methods of communication.. These topics, of course, 
could readily be used in the observation and study of the local 
community.: 
Baker4 concludes that, 
Teachers need a rich background of information in 
the social studies and in the biological and physical 
sciences .. They need to be well-informed on current 
affairs to meet the subject matter needs of the pupils 
grades three to six .. 
... 
~n 
Andrus5 stressed spontaneous questions in her work as 
chairman of a child study committee... Data was secured :four 
times during the school year from questions recorded by 887 
teachers in cities and villages in New York State.. A total of 
9,jl.081 questions asked by 26_,610 children showed that girls 
asked fewer questions than the boys and that kindergarten tea-
chers recorded more questions than teachers of other grades o 
This conclusion reached by Andrus differs from that of Baker .. 
4Ibido II p e 170 o 
5Ruth Andrus, nThe Spontaneous Questions of Public School 
Children .from Four to Eight Years of Age,u Childhood Education,: 
8g 187-193, December, 193lo 
Hall6 states that the mind Of a child can originate suf-
ficient questions, which he at least partly comprehends and 
. . 
which are wholly within his interests, and which may be the 
5 .. 
basis of a school curriculum.. He states that the greatest num~ 
ber of questions fall into the following groups: "(a) forces 
of nature,. {b) mechanical forces, (c) origin of life, (d) the-
ology and Bible stories, (3) death and heaven,. (f) questions 
which are merely inquisitive.n~ 
-
He f'onnd that nearly twice as many boys as girls were in-
terested in mechanicso ·Ha118 states that, 
The development of the questioning phase of curiosity 
is coincident with that of language and among all the 
manifestations 1 the questions of children hold the most 
prominent place, and furnish the most valuable material 
for study., 
Chase9 points out that neach one of ~s was born with an 
inquiring mind.,n Some people inquire more deeply than others. 
People may be swayed from one opinion to another due to the 
fact they no longer inquire - Why? How? What? 
She emphasized that, tta good elementary school believes 
that inquiring minds are one of' its building materials.. It be-
lieves that inquiring minds should be guided and satisf'ied.itlO 
6G 6 stanley Hall ,A .__s...,.p_e"'O;'c~t~s=-o..-f-· .c ..... h_i-:;l~d::-::·· :-L.;...i_f_e_a __ n;.;..d;.o...;..E_d_u..;..· c_a_t_i_o...;;n;;;.., 
Boston: Ginn and Company, 1907~ p6 106~ 
?Ibid.,, pe 10?., 
8Ibid.,, po 105o. 
9sara E .. Chase, nFram Whatlls to Why's and Howrs,tt Childhood 
Education, 17g 126, November, 1940., 
10 I'bid'>.J Po 127o 
6 .. 
Cbasell advocates introducing the child to as many .ex-
periences as possible which will stimulate more inqrnries~ thus 
stimulating the in~iviaual to cultivate the art of listening 
and presenting.. Using this procedures the chilli's mind grows 
in wisdom and power with broader and deeper insight into liters 
problems .. 
Stor.ml2 makes his observations tram listening to the 
·-
questions asked by both teachers and pupils in several classes 
from grades four throrigh twelve. He insists that there were 
more »goodn questions asked by the pupils than by the teachers. 
He therefore concludes that~ 
.. .. .. .. if the pupils ask as good questions as do the 
teachers~ the pupils certainly ought to be the ones to 
ask the questions, because almost all wiil agree that the 
person who is-doing real thinking is the one who is ask-
ing himself or someone else questionso13 
McLeestl4 procedure required fourth and fifth graders to 
write ques tiona they wanted answered and then to drop them in 
a nquestion box.» This activity, according to him, allows 
nhealthy, intelligent curiosity its sway, yet maintains peace.,it 
The questions were answered in. assemblies by parents of the 
children who were professors at Antioch College.. He felt that 
11 ' . -Ibido, Po 128., 
12H., C .. Storm, uwho Can Ask Better Questions - Teachers or 
Pupils?tt Elementary_School Journal, 28: 610-615, Ap:ril, 1928 .. 
1.3Ibid.,, p., 615. 
14willis Mc~ees, »Making Use of the Environment to Satisfy 
Curiosity," Childhood. Education~ 7: 42,~~ September. 1940..: 
• 
this was a beginning in making the community interesting and 
intelligible to the children by using their curiosity and this 
made the world a more interesting place in which to live • 
Harris15 believes that emotional questions should receive 
the most careful consideration~ especially those pertaining to 
war and sex problems-. Children may fail to ask questions upon 
certain embarrassing subjects as a result of previous rebuke 
from their parentso She declares that it is a good and healthy 
sign for a child to ask direct questions upon any subject 
which ~reduces curiosity or disturbances& 
She asserts that, 
There is general agreement that-children need the 
reassurance of adults and that they should not be left. to 
face their fears alone o Withholding in forma t1on ·from-
them forces them into isolation and~ instead of protect-
ing them, depriyes them of the best source of reassurance 
we could offer. 6 
Children rely frequently upon parents and teachers to provide 
the necessary information to their questions in order to help 
them reach conclusions to their problems. 
Questions prove very useful as a starting point for class~ 
room discussion, as they demonstrate the basic needs of the 
children according to the survey of Rice.17 Frequently ques-
15June Harris, nAnswering Children's Questions,n Mental 
Hygiene, 26_: 425, July, 1942., 
16rbid .. , p. 432 .. 
l?Mabel FQ Rice, '*utilizing Children's Interests,n Grade 
Teacher, 49: 100, October1 193le 
8. 
tions are of more genuine value upon securing immediate atten-
tion., However, there are times when it is advisable to delay 
answering questions until additional information is available 
to provide more adequate solutions. 
Morganl8 advances the theory that children are frequently 
faced with questions of such a general nature that it is almost 
too difficult to give responses to their inquiries without 
delving into numerous subjects or topics., Their questions are 
often left unanswered or tossed aside because it is felt they 
are not pertinent to particular subjects under discussion, or 
are believed to be vague or unreasonable., 
But he advises that non the other hand, educators are 
-
aware of the fact that curiosity and questioning are behind all 
learning .. n19 Children can be.trained to ask good questions; 
particularly specific ones on general issues., With such train-
ing, the chila's thought process can be motivated and better 
learning will result •• 
Zimmer,20 like Baker, realized the value of childrents 
spontaneous questions in planning an interesting and adequate 
curriculumo Her study involved a list of 218 questions asked 
by her six year old pupils. in Kans,as City., Through the use of 
l8Jobn Morgan~ Child Psychologya New York: Farrar and 
Rinehart, 1942, p., 413& 
l9rbid.,~ p .. 4l4 .. 
20Louise Zimmer, ncuriosity Builds a Curriculumn Childhood 
Education, 16: 205-207, January, 1940 .. 
these questions she was able to guide her class into ttthe 
-realms of physical and natural science, mathematics, litera-
ture, art, and music.Pu in a se?-rch for solutions to the prob ... 
lems presenteda 2l 
At all t~es she had pencil and paper available to record 
immediately every question of he:r group.. The reasons she gives 
tor this prooed;ure are: n_(l) to reoo:J:ld the questions as they 
spontaneously occurred to the child1 (2) to make the telling 
secretive in order not to color the o~iosities of the others, 
(3) to eoonomi~e on the time as it was obvious that the ques~ 
tiona would. fall into natUJ:'Ia1 groupsgn 22 She answered the 
. 
questions as soon as the opportunity presented itself and also 
typed. and posted them on a bulletin board where the children 
could see and discuss the.m. It was an interesting fact that 
the small group which wap having difficulty with reading volun-
teered the more mature questionso 
Z"immer23 states that nthe knowledge gained has been 
-· 
amazing, but even more essential is the fact that these chil-
dren are meeting life with an open inquiring mind~ n 
Beyerts24 concept-ion of the teacher's responsibility in 
the process of clarification of young children's questions is 
21~ .. , p .. 205 .. 
22Ibid .. , p. 206. 
-
23rbid" 1 P. 207 • 
2~velyn Beyer, nsome Questions Children Ask and How to 
Answer Them,u Childhood Education, 16: 201-204, January, 1940. 
• 
10. 
\ definitely set forth in the following paragraphs: 
••oo to distinguish real answer-seeking questions frd.m the 
more devious social ones; to answer~ not always directly~ 
but in such a way that further questioning is stimulated; 
to keep an attitude of 'I wonder whatr or 1I wonder howr 
in the minds of young children--these_are some of the 
teacher's functions. 
"." o., if adults were more sensitive and alert in listening 
to young children and in hearing the question behind the 
question, they would probably be more able to answer it 
in the- way that wo~Sd contribute most toward developing 
an inquiring mind& 
Stern26 introduces a different viewpoint in her observa-
tion that, 
Realism and fantasy are combined with refreshing 
effect in children's adaptations, of the pourquoi ideas. 
The spirit of inquiry initiated by the pourquoi story 
leads the child naturally into the inquiry about the 
world, from a more scientific point of view. 
She cites that a child goes through a somewhat similar cycle in 
his search for understandingo 
Through the study of children's questions educators can 
determine the chief interests of child.ren. Piaget27 states 
that »there is no better introduction to child logic than the 
study of spontaneous questions" u His statements are supported 
-
with results from a ten month experiment undertaken by Mlle .. 
Veihle·. There were 1,125 spontaneous questions involved in the 
experiment, and the age leve~ was fixed at six to seven years 
oldo 
2Bibido 9 P<> 204o 
26celia M. Stern., "Insatiable Curiosity,tt Childhood Study.,· 
p .. 213 1 January, 1940. 
27 Jean Piaget 3 The Language and Thought of' the C~ild. New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company~ 1932~ P• 162 .. 
\ 
11. 
Piaget28 has discovered through various studies that 
children's questions are characterized by their age.. The 
first age questions are characterized by place and name. The 
second age questions are characterized by cause and time.. The 
questions of children pass through several stages--from the 
curiosity stage to that of intellectual interestso 
Lowry29 interpreted and analyzed 11 056 voluntary ques-
tions presented by 472 children in grades one to six and two 
kindergartens in the Wyman School in Winchester, Massachusetts, 
and gives many conclusions~· In her study she used ten classi-
fications; tt (1) arithmetic, (2) f'ine arts, (3) health, 
(4) langu~ge arts, (5) personal and social adjustment~ (6) re-
creation, (7) school life, (8)-science, (9) social studle~~ 
(10) spiritual values·.u30 
Differing from Bakerts study, Lowry31 found that 62 per 
cent of the questions were asked by boys and 38 per cent by 
the girlso Ail the children participating were interested in 
school life, science, social studies, and language arts, with 
more questions asked in the social studies than in any other 
classification.. Very few children were interested in recreation. 
Various activities fostered questions, and all grade levels 
28Ibide, ppe 163-199. 
29Mabel Co Lowry, "Children 1 s Voluntary Q;uestions;tt ('Un-
published Master's thesis, Boston University, 1949), ppo.-12-17. 
30Ibidq, pp., 13-l5o 
31Ibi~e; ppo 34-35. 
• 
\ 
12. 
wanted to know about science., especially in the ·world about us. 
The kindergarten age group asked the fewest questions~ The 
greatest average number of inquiries per pupil were asked by 
two of the second grades (5q08, 5e00), one fourth grade (3.,50), 
" -~. 
and one sixth grade (3 .. 48),. Lowry32 observes that the total 
number of questions was very small during the period of six 
months .. 
She believes that, (i) 
• .. .. .. teachers have a splendid opportunity -to foster and 
encourage the questioning activity of children, (2) it 
would appear that there is some relationship between the 
teacher's personal;tty and atmosphere of the classroom and 
the questioning activity of children, (3) children's 
questions may aid and gU,ide· teachers in planning the 
curriculum, (4) if questions are indicative of the work-
ing of a child's mind, it would seem desirable that 
teacher,s stimulate cl:P.ldren to do :more questioning.'33 
Hunnicut34 asserts that many traditional school systems 
produce a' disappointing change in children~ The eagerness and 
curiosity with which they enter kindergarten wanes as the 
· •educative processtt takes hold and enthusiasm and imagination 
diminish.. Occasionally at the junior high·sclioot level, there 
is a brief resurgence o.f inquisitiveness$ which ceases rapidly, 
and reappears even more briefly at the start o;f the senior 
high school .. 
Childrent~ questions vary in types as a result of the 
32Ibid .. , p .. 35,. 
33Ibid .. , pp .. 35-36. 
34c., c .. E:unnicut, Answering Children's Questi9=~" New 
York: Bureau of Publications,·Teachers College, Columbia Uni-
versity, 1949, po 9., 
•• 
effects and the influences of a changing society and cultures 
according to Ly.nd35 and he further ezplains that, 
•ooo as the individual organism grows, it is guided into 3 
stumbles on; and as the personality develops$ it in-
creasingly selects out an array of tastes, interests~ 
desires; and aversions relevant to its own emerging 
wants .. 
Bruner36 feels that the attempt to make the living of 
pupils more .functtonal through organization around themes, 
processes, and centers of interest rather than around subject 
matter; represents a definite trend and one which seems headed 
in a desirable direction.. There is increasing evidence that 
pupils are participating more than ever before in selecting 
their curriculum experiences and in determining the way in 
which they are to be organized~ 
Angelo Patri37 procla·imed that "every child comes into 
the world a questioner and a searcher after knowledge. tt He 
-
said that questioning is thinking and so long as a mind ques-
tions, it grows. 
Pa tri 38 :f'urthe r pro claimed that j 
........ the question that dies on the tongue never feeds the 
mind that bore it., A mind is kept alive and growing by 
rubbing f).gainst another mind, and the richest contact a 
child can make is this one through his tongue' by way of 
nagging questions. 
35 Robert S .. Lynd, Knowledge for What. Princeton University 
Press, 1939, p .. 4'1 .. 
36Herbert Bruner~ and others, What Our Schools are Teaching. 
New York: Teaehea?s College, Columbia University, Bureau. of Pub-
lications, '1941 .. 
3? Angelo Patri, The Questioning Child .. _ New York: D~ 
Ap-pleton and Company, 1931, ppo 36-38 .. 
38r'bid .. ., p .. 37 .. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE 
The purpose of this research project was to determine 
exactly and specifically just what questions children in grades 
four, five and six would like to have answered about their 
world today, compared with the questions children asked a de-
cade ago in a similar s tU.dy made by Emily V~ Baker. 1 
To obtain permission to carry on the study in various 
towns and cities, letters written by Dr~ w~ Linwood chase of 
Boston University were sent to the superintendents of· these 
towns a1),d cities, explaining the purpose of the stirvey. 
Following is a copy of one of these letters: 
Mro To J"oseph.Mc(Jook 
Superintendent of Schools 
Haverhill, Massachusetts 
Dear Mr., McCook: 
November 29, 1951 
Once again graduate students in the Seminar in 
Elementary Education are seeking coop~ration in gathering 
data for a Master's theslso Eleven students in a group 
project are trying to find out what kinds of questions 
children in the m?-ddle grades would like to have answeredo 
They believe that such questions have implications in 
curriculum development& 
:Miss Carlotta G. Linehan, teache·r. of grade five in 
-14-
• 
'4t 
15. 
the SchoolStreet School, is one of the eleven Masterrs 
Degree candidates at work on this project.. She is. plan-
ning to call on you to seek your cooperation in gett:tng 
these questions from all of the children in grade .five 
in Haverhillto We hope that you will find it possible to 
take part in this study~ 
The maximum amount ot' time required is thirty 
minutes ., All teachers. cooperating in the project will 
receive a simple direction sheet. The children will 
write down on composition paper any questions that they 
would like. to have answered., We hope that these ques-
tions can be secured during the week of December 10 in 
order that · we may have the data to work on d'tiring the 
Christmas vacation., 
/s/ 
•' 
Sincerely yours, 
Wo Linwood Chase 
Professor of Ed.ucai:d:.on 
Cooperating Cities and Towns 
The cities and towri.s in Massachusetts and New Hampshire 
\ 
used in the survey are identified in this study by letters 
only since no comparison has been made between them., 
Town Boys Girls Total 
A 122 107 229 
B 62 55 117 
c 212 186 398 
D 266 284 550 
E 222 203 425 
F 602 699 1201 
<l 561. 573 1134 
R 214 200 414 
I 140 132 272 
Total 2401 2339 4740 
Town A (population 10_,000) is located .forty miles :north 
of Boston. Most ot the peOple work in the town, the rest 
going to nearby citieso 
Town B (population 20,000) is a city of' varied manufactures 
e· 
16 0 
about sixty miles Northwest of Boston.. The inhabitants are em-
ployed locally and in a nearby city ... 
Town G (population 50$000) is a shoe city thirty miles 
- -
north of Bostond Shoes and related industries provide for 
most of' the employment., 
Town D (population 62,000) is an industrial and residen-
tial city :i.n Middlesex County. Gonnnunity resources are plen-
tiful and varied. 
T.own E (population 82,000) is centra~ly located in the 
southern part o.f New Hampshire. It is a large manufacturing 
city pr-oducing mainly shoes and textile goods. 
Town F (population 84,.000) is included in the area o.f 
Metropolitan Bostono· It is ehie~ly a residential city .. 
Town G (population 85,000) is a shipbuilding and manu-
.factti.r:i.ng center seven.miies south or :Boston. 
Towns H (population.?,ooo)• Under this classification 
are included six southern New Hampshire toW:ns. Most o:f the 
people either operal;e small farms or work in neighboring 
citie-s. 
Town I (popuiation 20,000) is located ten miles north o.f 
Boston.. It is mostly residential with the citizens working in 
Boston or nearby cities. 
In addition, there are rettiJ:>ns .from one .fifth and one 
sixth grade in .Madras, India, comprised of sixty-three girls. 
An :instruction sheet .for the teacher of each class parti-
cipating in the study was made.. It was tb.e desire o":f the 
group to obtain, as nearly as possible, the child's .free and 
unrestrained expression and responses .. Therefore,. it was neces-
sary to make the directions brie·f ~nd devo.id of clues which 
coUld in any way slant the child's thi:riking .. 
After the .superintendent's permission to ca~ry on the 
project in hls school system was granted, a direction sheet 
was then sent to each fourth, fifth, and sixth, grade teacher .. 
The questions were gathered during the week o:f December 10, 
1951.. Following are the exact instructions Which were given 
to each teacher .. 
A RESEARCH PRO.JEOf 
WHAT ri.RILDREN WANT TO KNOW ABOUT THEIR WORLD 
. . 
To Teachers of Grades Four, Five, and Six: 
We are asking your cooperation in obtaining questi(()nS 
from eael.J.. of y~:ntr children.. ~he purpos~ of these questi;ons is 
to detenn~ne tb.e n~_ture·o:fthe ~pontaneous·responses of' 5,000 
children in grades fo'dr,_ five and six with respect to. Wb.B.t 
Children Want to Bilow About Their World.. We· believe that .. this 
~ilJ. beqhelpful in :future c"lirric~l~ planning. Our _intention 
is to sec11re a :free expression of their desires, with no clues 
given either by the teacher or .. obtained throtigh class discus-
sion then or at an earlier time .. 
Please follow the directions below exactly and without 
elaboration. We ask this that all 5 1 000 children will have identical directions from their teachers .. We would appreciate 
it if this project were done as early as possible il:l the week 
of December lOth, and that all .fourth, fifth, and sixth grades 
in your building do it at the same t:ime .. 
- The Bos,ton University Seminar in 
Elementary School Social Studies 
- - - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - ~ - - -
DIRECTIONS TO ~ TEAcHER 
L. Distribute large sheets of' white composition paper .. 
2 .. Either pen or pencil may be used. 
3, Read these directions to ;the children: 
• 
.A. On the .first line write your Name and the Date;; 
.Be On the next li~e writ~ Boy or Girl. 
0~ .On tb.$ third line write your Grade and City .. 
D .. Pens Qr Pencils down .. 
18 .. 
4 .. Write tli1s title on the board: What Questions Would You 
Like to Have Answered? 
5 .. Read the .following paragraph to the pupils; 
BOYS AND GIRLS - IF SOMEONE BAD THE TIME AND KNEW ENOUGH 
TO ANS'IJIP5R ALL OF YODR QUESTIONS; WHAT QUESTIONS WOULD YOU 
ASK? PERHAPS YOU HAVE SEEN SOMETHING, HEARD SOMETHING, 
READ SOMETHING_. OR JU".ST !flHOUGHT AB-OUT SOMETHING WEIGH MADE 
YOU WISH SOMEONE GOULD ANSWER QUESTIONS FOR YOU ABODT THOSE 
THINGS. ON YOUR PAPERS WRITE DOWN ALL THOSE QUESTIONS. YOU 
W'OtJLD LIKE TO HAVE ANSWERED. SPELL ALL WORDS THE BEST YOU 
OAl\re 
6 .. Allow exactly 30 minutes for wri ti:r:J,g the question?._ 
7~ Collect the papers and give. them to your principal no later 
than Thttrsday, December 13th. 
Thank you ~ your cooperation 
Upon receipt of the questions each paper was eoded;'by 
putting in the npper·-right-hand corner the .first letter of' the 
city or town from which it came. 
,.... -
Every question was then tabulated according to the cate-
gory in which it belongedo (For example, if a child asked, 
11Wb.o was the first man born1u ·this question would be tabulated 
~ 
as I, which represents Man as a. Social Being.) 
. . ~ 
The questions on girlst papers were tabulated with red 
pencil, the questions on boys 1 papers with blue penciL. In 
the upper lEd.'t-hand corner o:f each paper was placed the totai 
number o.f questions a~ked~ 
categories Used in t:b.e Analysis with Illustrated Questions 
Since this is a comparative st'lldy with the one done in 
19 .. 
1941 by Emily V,. Baker., l the same thirty-three categories and 
their sub-divisions have been used., 
Below each major category and its sub...:di vis ions are ex-
plained.. Following e~ch explanation are quotations from the 
children's papers in the present study illustrating each 
concept .. 
Category I. Man As a Social Beip.g 
In this category are placed questions dealing with either 
the historical-or the present-day aspects of several topics 
which are assigned t·o no special category .. 
This group includes the questions about taxes and 
acceptable mediums of exchange.. Questions on conservation, 
safety, and fire as a menace are also placed in 'this category. 
A.. His tory of Man 
1~ Origin of early man 
Ex.. When was the first man born? 
Ex... Where were Adam and Eve born? 
z. The caveman and other primitive peoples 
Ex.. Do people still live in caves? 
Ex.. Where were the first cavemen? · 
3. Other ·ancient peoples 
Ex.. What are mummies'? 
Ex. .. Have----all the pyramids b-een opened'? 
B. Early Adjustment to Environment 
1. Housing and building materials 
~.How didmenmake glass? 
Ex.. Who first made furniture? 
i 
\_ 
--~ 
-·-
........ - :;;: 
2. Food 
Ex. Who found the first apple? 
Ex.. Who thought of frozen foods? 
3 .. Clothing 
Ex.. Who invented nylon? 
Ex.. How did they first make cloth? 
4.. The development of arts apd crafts 
Ex.. Who first made soap? 
Ex.. Who made gun powder?-
5.., Use of mineral resources 
Ex~ Who found silver? 
Ex., How did we learn to use oil? 
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G .. Expansion of Social Development 
1 .. Discoveries a.nd explorations 
Ex... Who discovered Asia? 
Ex. What was the first land discovered? 
2o Development of nations, governments, and cities 
Exo What is the largest country in.the world? 
Ex.. Why are there slums in New York? 
3. Number of people 
Ex.. li9W many peop),.e in the world? 
Ex. Row many people have been born in the world? 
D. Social Progress 
1 .. Present-day housing 
E~ Dress 
Ex.. How tali is the Empir~ State Building? 
Ex~ Who made the first skysca:>aper? 
1 .. Origin of customs and styles 
Ex. Why don 1 t all people dress alike? 
Ex... When did man first cut his hair'? 
• 
; ... 
2. Miscellaneous 
Ex.. Ho-yv d6 zippers work·? 
Ex.. Wtl<ere do we get roug-e 1 
F .. Money and the Means o:f Exchange 
1 .. History and methOds o:f making money 
Ex~ How was money invented? 
Ex. What was the first money ever made? 
2 .. Taxes 
Ex.. Why do we have taxes? 
21 .. 
Ex.. Why do we have to pay to drive over some 
bridges-? 
3 .. Prices 
Ex.. Why d~es food keep going up? 
Ex.. Why do new cars cost so much? 
4 .. Distri'pution and availability o:f wealth 
Ex.. Why are some rich and s6me poor? 
Ex.. Who is the richest man in the wo.rld today? 
5o Miscellaneous 
Exo> Why should we buy bonds? 
. Ex.. Why do we have money? 
G., Safety 
1. Concern about fire 
Ex.. How can we stop fires? 
Ex.. How can people help put out :fires? 
2 .. Miscellanebus 
Ex~ What causes most accidents? 
Ex;. What is the most dangerous -thing? 
3 .. Conservation 
Ex.. Why cantt men hunt anytime? 
Ex4 Why must we conserve our trees? 
H~ Miscellaneous 
Ex.. Are fairies true? 
Ex.. Is thirteen really unlucky? 
\ 
.. 
Category II.; American History and Government. 
But for the fact that Americans have a special interest 
·in AJ:nerican history and citizenship, the questions classified 
under American Histor-Y and Government would be classified 
under Man As a Social Being.. Under American History and 
Government are placed questions a'j:>out explorers commonly asso-
ciated with .AJ:lierical:l history.. Other questions on discovery 
and exploration are to be found under Man As a Social Being" 
In this section are the proble.ms. of citizenship as expressed 
'by children o 
A~ Discovery and EarlY: Explorations 
1 .. Early Explorers 
B. Indians 
Who discovered America? 
Who was Balboa? 
L. His tory of the Indian people 
Ex., Where were the first Indians? 
Ex. When did Indians eome here 1 
2. Their homes 
Exo Do ail Indians have tents? 
Ex., Do Indians now have · teepee·s? 
3. Their crafts 
Ex!> How do Indians make beads'/ 
Ex.. How ·ao Indians make blankets? 
4 .. Miscellaneous 
Ex~ Why did Indians use wampum? 
Ex.. Why do Indians wear fea ther.s? 
c., Colonial Life 
Ex.. What is a colonist? 
Ex.. Were the colonists happy? 
• 
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D. The Pilgrims 
Ex.. How many Pilgrims were there? 
Ex# When the Pilgrims wanted religious freedom 
themselves, why didnft they give it to 
others? 
E .. Pioneer,Life 
Ex.. Who was the most famous pioneer? 
Ex.. Was pioneer life different from colonial 
life? 
F. National Development 
1~ Political divisions of the United States 
Ex... Why are there 48 states? 
Ex.. Will we ever have any more states? 
2.. The .Amer:t can FJr..(!g 
Ex.. Why do we salute ~he flag? 
Ex.. Wb.:o made our flag? 
G. Leaders 
Ei.. Who was America's greatest leader'?\ 
Ex. Who was our best president? 
1 .. Miscellaneous 
Exo Why is there_a pr~sident? 
Ex.. Why does each state have a capital? 
H. Wars Other Than Worl.d Wars I and II 
Ex.. When did we fight the Spanish-American War? 
Ex.. In what war was Lee? 
I. Monuments 
Ex.; 
Ex .. 
How high is Bunker Hill Monument? 
Who made th~ Statue of Liberty? 
J. Pro1;>lems.of Citizenship 
Ex.. What is a democracy? 
EAco What is a good citiz.en? 
• 
K. Miscellaneous 
E:x:.. Why did we buy. Alaska? 
Ex., Who bought Louisiana.?.·, 
Category III. Communication 
In the category Ca.mmunication are included the questions 
0 n tba development of language and the development of sys-
tems and means of keeping records as well as questions on 
modern means of communication. Questions on clocks as a. means 
of communication are placed here. Q.u.estions on the workillg 
of clocks 'are classified under the topic Energy'; Machines. 
Questions on the present production of clocks and writing 
materials are placed under Industries and'Commercial Products. 
Photography is considered a means of eammunication. The 
questions on both still and moving pictures are placed in 
this division, 
Questions on 11 tera ture are grouped under Oo:n:bent of 
Books. 
A. History o:f' Language 
1. Oral and written language 
E:x:. Who first wrote words 1 
Ex. What was the first language? 
2. Origin of names 
Ex. Where do na:me.s come from'? 
E:x:.. Why doesnlt everyone have- a middle name? 
B. S·ystems and Means of Recording 
lo Books - content, authors, printing 
E:x:. Is Lassie a true story? 
E:x:e who printed the first book'? 
2. Newspapers and magazines 
Ex. Do all countries have magazines? 
Exo When did newspapers start? 
3 .. Maps 
Ex. How are maps made? 
Ex. Wbo :made the first map'? 
4. Materials of writing 
Exo Why do erasers erase? 
Ex. Who first used pencil~? 
0. Records of Time 
1.. The calendar 
Ex.. Who made our calendar? 
Ex. Was there always twelv~ months? 
2. Watches and clocks 
Ex. Who made the first elo ck? 
Ex. Who made the first watph?· 
D. Photogravh;:v 
Ex. What are films made of? 
Ex. Who made the first ta~ing movie? 
E. Modern Means of Communication 
1. Mail service 
Ex. How lqng have we had mailmen 1 
Ex. How can 'I be a mailman~ 
2 .. Telephone and telegraph 
Ex. Do all countries have telephones? 
Ex. How are telegrams sent? 
3. Radio 
Ex. Do the people in Europe have radios? 
Ex. How could I be a disk jockey? 
4. Television 
Ex. When will we get more T.V. stations? 
Exo How do people get on T.V.? 
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F. Miscellaneous. 
Ex. What is a commentator? 
Exo How do you write a diary? 
Category IV. Travel and Transpo~tation 
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Under the topic Travel and Transportation are placed 
questions bearing on the historical and scientific aspects of 
transportation, questions on traffic regulations, the trans-
mission of freight, and the facilities available for trans-
portation in any land. 
A. Early Means o:f Travel 
1. Origin and early developments 
Exe Who first made wheels? 
Exo Wb,o first rode a horse·? 
B. Modern Means of Travel 
1. Trains 
Ex. Which country had the first train? 
Ex. What is the fastest a train can go? 
2. Ships 
Exo Which country made the first ship? 
Ex. Is it hard to learn how to run a big boat? 
3o Automobiles 
Ex. Do all countries have autos? 
Exo Why does the driver sit on the right in 
England.? 
4. Airplanes 
Exo What is our fastest type of passenger 
plane? 
Ex. Can anyone learn to fly? 
5. Bicycles 
Ex. Who thought of bikes? 
Ex.. How fast can a bike go1 
6 .. Traffi~ regulations 
E:x:. Why don•t all states have the same speed 
laws? 
Ex. Why do we have to pay to park on some 
streets? 
7 .. Bridges 
Ex.. Whatt is the longest bridge in the -world? 
Ex. Whi'ch state has the moat bridges? 
c. Miscellaneous 
.Exo What is a turnstile? 
Ex. Row: do they make a tunnel under a river? 
Category v.. Inventions 
Webster's definition of the word invention was used as 
authority for placing questions :tn this category: 
.n Inventions ... 1 •. Act .of finding or .finding ottt; dis-
covery; also, that which is discovered. 2. The power to 
con~eive and present new combinations of ;facta or ideas, 
to devise new methods o~ .instruments, etc.; as, a poet 
without invention. 3 .. -~4. Act of inventing; or dis-
covering through study, experiment, etc.; a devisirlg or 
contriving~ especially of that which has not before 
existed; as the invention of gunpowder.n 
A. :Person or :Persons Responsible for the Invention 
1~ Transportation facilities 
Ex.. Who discovered transportation? 
Ex.. Who made the first stagecoach~ 
2. Means of communication 
Exo Who 'invented the printing press? 
Ex. Who made the first alarm. clock? · 
3. Means of warfare 
Ex.. Who invented bullets? 
Ex.. Who invented tanka? 
4. Musical ;instruments 
EA. Who invented the Violin? 
Ex. Who invented the piano'? · 
5. Scientific instruments 
Ex~ Who made the telescope? 
Ex.. Who made the mi eros cope·? 
6·.. Mis ce.llaneous 
Ex.. Who dis covered time? 
Exo Wlfo invented baseba:Ll? 
7. Manner in which the invention was made 
Ex.. How was the first car mad~? 
E:t.. How did man discover paint?-
. . 
B .. Time At Which the .Invention Was Made 
Co 
Ex.. In what year was the first train made? 
Ex.. Which century produced the most inven-· 
tions? 
Edison .as an' Inventor 
Ex .. What was Edison's 
tion"! 
most important inven-
Ex .. What was Edison's .first invention'? 
D .. Miscellaneous 
Ex. Who was the first inventor'? 
Exo What are some of our latest· inventions? 
Category VIe Geography of the United States and its Terri-
tories 
The questions in this category deal with the present 
status of the United States and. its te-rritorial posse-ss-ions. 
Questions on :i.ndustr.ies and commercial products are class:-
i.fi.ed in this division only if the pupil in his question 
identifies the industry or the product with a section of the 
. '. 
United States or with one of its possessions .• 
• A .. Size of the 'united States 
Ex.. How many square miles are there in the 
u.s .. ? 
B. Divisions of the United States 
Ex:. Is:Florida the best orange state'? 
C& Distrunces Within the United States and Between its 
Territories 
Ex& How far is it from the Atlantic to the 
Pacific and from Canada to the Gul.~ of 
Mexico? 
D .. Climate 
Ex:.. What is the climate like in Alaska? 
E. Physical Features 
Exit Why are some lands flat and some moun-
tainous? 
F .. Miscellaneous 
Ex.. Where is Co;ney Island? 
G. National Parks 
Ex. How many National Parks are there in the 
u~s .. ? 
H. Facts on the' Population 
Ex. Which state in the u.s. has. the most 
people? 
I. Cities of the United States 
Ex., fu the U.S. how many people do you b.a ve 
_to have before you can call it a city? 
Category VII. Distant Lands and Peoples 
The questions in this category pertain to the present .. 
29 .. 
Questions which identify a commercial product with a particu-
lar foreign land are placed in this category. Questions on 
the climate of a specifically named foreign land are placed 
here. 
• 
Questions on plant and animal life of foreign lands 
named in the questions are classified in this category. 
A. The People 
1 .. Their physical charaoteristics 
Ex. Why do Japs have slant eyes1 
2 .. Their food 
i 
Ex.. Why do Chinese eat so much rice? 
3. Their homes and .ftirniture 
Ex. A:ri'e English· homes like ours? 
4 .. Their dress 
Ex. Why don't the Chinese dress like 
5. Their work and their products 
we do1 
Ex.. Do .foreign countries have canned goods? 
6. Their government and political divisions 
Ex. Do any European countries have a govern-
ment like ours'/ 
B • Natural Divisions and. Physical .Features 
Ex. How ma.n:y moU.ntains are there in Europe'? 
C .. The Climate 
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Ex., How does the climate in Korea compare with 
u .. s. 
D .. Location o.f Lands 
Ex.. Is Russia very near Korea? 
E .. Distance to Lands 
Ex. How .far is it .from San Francisco to Korea 
by boa. t 'l 
F.. -Wildlife 
Ex... What animals are native to Russia'? 
EX.. Does cotton grow in Europe? 
G .. Miscellaneous, 
Ex.. What is Scandinavia? 
Ex.. What is Iran like in the fall 'l 
Category VIII. Industries and Commercial Products 
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This category deals only with the phases of present-day 
production.. The historical aspects of the production of 
commodities are considered under Man as a Social Being, ~der 
Travel and Transportation, or under Communication .. 
Questions regarding the worker, his life, and his prob-
lems as related to the production of commercial products are 
placed in this category& 
Questions on the present production of radios and the 
means of transportation are grouped under Communication and 
Travel and Transportation, respectively4 
Questions calling for the reasons for the cost oX com-
modities are to be found under Man as a Social Beingo Re-
quests for a statement of fact regarding prices are grouped 
under Travel and Transportation or Industries and Commercial 
:rroducts. 
A .. The :Product 
1. Food- Origin, source,and content 
Ex.. Rpw do you get powdered milk? 
Exo How long will frozen foods ke-ep? 
2. Clothing, textiles, and accessories 
Ex. From what is nylon made? 
Ex. In U .. S .. which is greater> the production 
of cotton or wool? 
3., Leather goo-ds-
32. 
Ex.. Where does most of our leather come from? 
4 .. Building materials 
Exo How many different materials can houses 
be made of'/. 
Ex~~ What is tile board made of? 
5 .. Paper 
Ex.. What is paper made of? 
Ex. Ho~ is paper made? 
6.· School supplies 
Ex o How is ink made? 
Ex.. Where do erasers· come from? 
7. Metal andmetal products 
Ex~ How is stainless steel made? 
8. Rubber a:b.d rubber goods 
Ex. How are rubber boo.ts made? 
Ex~ Ho?T is rubber made't' 
9 .. Fuel - oil., gas, coal 
.Ex.. Where does Natural Gas come from1 
Ex. How is coke made? 
10 .. MiscellaneoUs 
Ex.. What are dolls made of'/ 
Ex. Wl::I.ere do we get wax? 
Ex.. How do they make T.N .. T.? 
B., The Producer - His Life and Problems 
Ex.. How does a manufacturer find lllarkets for 
his products? · 
Category :rx. .The Local Community 
In making this category, the local community is thought 
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of as extending to the boundaries of the state in Which the 
pupil lives. Questions on the local school system are not in-
cluded in this group, howevero 
Ex.., Why is our state named Massachusetts1 
Ex& How many factories are there in Haverhill1 
Category X& Recreation 
For two reasons 1 all questions about holidays are re-
corded under the topic Recreation: (1) Their historical back-
ground is ignored to such an extent in our celebrations that 
holidays have become largely days of recreation.. (2) So few 
questions were raised about the historical basis for keeping 
holidays that if the questions were divided between the two 
topics American Hitltory and Government and Man as a Social 
Being, there would not be a significant number in either 
group. 
The manufactwe of' toys is considered under Industries 
and Commercial Products. 
Stamps as related to hobbies are considered Recreation; 
a.s related to the postal service 1 Oomm.unica.'tion. 
Ao Games and Sports 
E:x:. How many baseball leagues are there in 
the u.s.? 
Ex.. What is the leading sport in America? 
Bo Toys and Hobbies 
Ex. What is the most favorite toy for boys? 
Ex... Do boys have more hobbies than girls? 
c. Holidays 
Ex.. Is there a real Santa? 
Ex.. Why is the flag put out on holidays? 
Do Fairs. Carnivals, and Circuses 
Ex. What is the largest circus in the u .. s .. ? 
Ca. tegory XI • ~ 
In this category are included the questions regarding 
the historical aspects of war, except for the United States. 
Of the wars in which the United Stat,es was involved onl:y-
World Wars I and II and th.e Korean War are included here. 
A. General Causes of War 
Ex.. Why do we have wars? 
B.. World War II 
E:x:.. Who were the leading .American generals in 
World War II? 
Co Outlook Regarding Wars 
Ex. Will wars ever stop? 
D. The Military Services ot the u.s. 
. ' Ex.. In which branch of service do we have the 
most men? 
E. Mat.erials o·.:f War 
Ex.. What is the best fighter plane? 
F. Munitions of War 
Ex.. Can people escape the atom bo.mo? 
G;; :Problems of Children 
Ex... What would happen to me if my house was 
bombed? 
H. World War I 
Ex. What kind of planes did we have in World 
War I? 
I. Korean War 
Ex. Why do we have to .fight in Korea 1 
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Category XII. Animal Life 
In this category are included questions about pets. 
Questions about the body processes related to reproduction 
are recorded under Reproduction of Animal Life .. 
Questions on the human being as an animal appear under 
The Human Body .. 
A. Beginnings of' Animal Life 
1. Origin and history of animal life 
. . 1 
Ex.. Wb.a t was the first animal on earth? 
- . 
2 .. Native homes ot certa:i.nanimals 
Ex. Where does the giraffe live? 
3. Kinds of animals 
Ex.. How many different animals are there? 
B. Gharacteris ti os of' Animals 
1. Size and strength 
Ex. What is the largest animal in the world? 
2. Color 
Ex. Why are animals of different colors? 
3 .. Body structure 
.Ex. Do most animals have four legs? 
4. Intelligence 
Ex., Do animals have a mind? 
5. Attitude toward their yoting 
Ex.. Do all mother animals protect their babies? 
Co Body Processes of Animals 
1 .. Growth 
• 
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Ex.. How long does it take a baby elephant to be-
come a big elephant? 
2 .. Change 
Ex.. Why do snakes shed their skins? 
3 .. Breathing 
Ex.. Do animals have lungs? 
4.. Sleeping 
Ex.. How long each day do most animals sleep? 
5. Length of life 
Ex.. What animal lives the longest"? 
6 .. Disease and death 
Exo What disease could an elephant get? 
D. Envirot:lment 
1. Hapitat (natural) 
Ex.. Where do zebras ~ive1 
2 .. Homes 
Ex.. Do circus animals mind living in cages? 
E .. Food 
lo Kind 
Exo Do circus animals get the same kind of .food 
the wild· animals get? 
2 .. Reasons· for choice 
Ex. Why do different animals eat different 
things? 
3. Methods of eat~ng 
Exe How does.a kangaroo eat? 
F .. Behavior 
1.. Hibernation 
Ex~ Does any other animal besides the bear hi-
bernate? 
2 .. Locomotion 
Ex.. How s bon can most animals walk? 
3 .. Beneficial behavi.or 
Exo I~ circus animals are good, are they treated 
kindly? 
4. Harmful behavior 
Ex.. Is :i.t true we get rabies if' a dog bites us? 
5o Protective behavior 
Ex., .Are most dogs good watch dogs? 
6 .. Behavior of' certain animals 
Ex., Why does an ostri.ch hide its head'? 
G.. Human Treatment of Animals. 
1 .. Treatment Of p·ets 
Ex.., Can yon train an ordinary dog to do tricks1 
Ca. tegocy XIII;. The E'am.an Body 
This category might be included in the larger topic, Ani-
mal Lif'e, but to call attention to the children's interest-in 
the structure, functioning', and care of their b~dies, a separate 
category was. set up in which are placed the questions on the 
human body .. 
In this category are in'cluded the questions on f'ood, 
health, disease, medicine, and doctors .. 
This category does not include the questions on reproduc-
tion or questions on problems of social and emotional adjust-
ment· which may be based on physical conditions., 
.e 
A. Structure and Functioning of the Human Bo.dy 
1 .. Coloration 
Ex.. Why aren't all people white? 
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2., Nature·, structure, and function of' the parts of' 
·the human body 
Ex.. How does our stomach work? 
B .. Body Processes , 
lo Growth 
Ex.. Why are some people tall and others short'? 
2 .. Vision 
Ex.. Why do some people go blind? 
c .. Food for the Human :l3·ody 
Ex.. Why does our body need different .foodS? 
D. Health Problems 
1. General 
Ex.c. Is staying up late really harmful? 
2., Diseases 
Ex.., 1Nb.y do we get measles 1 
E .. Infants and Young Cb.ildr.en 
Ex... Why does it take babies so .long to walk'? 
F. Old Age and Death 
Ex. What happens when we die'l 
G .. Individual Differences 
Ex... Why ~e boys supposed to be str;onger than 
· girls? 
H., Miscellaneous 
Ex.. What makes my' finger crooked? 
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Category XIV. Reprad:ucrtfon.. of Anima~ Lj.f'-e 
Under this are included the questions on the reproduction 
of human beings.. Questions that indicate a sensitiveness to 
differences between thesexes are placed in this category. 
The questions on eggs which may be considered a phase of 
reproduction are in this group. ~estions about eggs which 
seek an expression as to attitnde of the animal toward its 
young are under Animal Life. 
To add this entire group to Animal Life would be appro-
priate.. A separate category was made to facilitate studying 
the trend o:f interest in the topic of reproduction .. 
A .. Reproduction of' In.-s-eot-s 
Ex.. Row come there are sa many ants in one ant 
hill? 
B. Reproduction of Mammals other Than :Man 
Ex.. Row are elephants 'born:? 
c. Reproduction of Human Beings 
Ex.. Where do mothers get bahies? 
D .. Miscellaneous 
;E:x:.. Why do people marry1 
E:x:. Are there more men than women in the world'? 
Category XV.. Plant Life 
Under Plant Life are placed the questions on reproduction 
of plants .. 
Questions on plant life in foreign lands are considered 
under Distant Lands and Peopies .. 
The sources of plants which are used for food are recorded 
under Industries and Commercial Products .. 
A. Origin of Plants 
Ex. What was the firs-t' p~a:nt on earth? 
B.. Growth of Plants 
1 .. Nature of plant growth 
Ex.. How do plants grow f'rbm seeds? 
2 .. Conditions needed for the growth 
Ex.. ·How long can plants live without water'f 
3., Age and size o£ plants 
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Ex.. What is the oldest living plant in the world? 
4. Cultivation of plants 
Ex.. · How does cultivation help plants to grow? 
c .. Parts of Plants 
1. Leaves 
Ex... Do all plants have leaves? 
2. Coloring matter 
Ex. Why are leaves green? 
3., Flowers 
Ex.o What :makes every ;f'lower different? 
4. Seeds and trtiit 
Ex.. Do all plants produce seeds 1 
D. Seasonal Changes in Plants 
. . I . . 
Ex., Why do trees lose their leaves in winter'? 
Eo Kinds of Plants \ 
Ex. Why are s:6me plants poisonoua? 
F. Mis eel.l.anecrus 
E"x.. Why are lemons sour? 
• 
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Category XVI.. The Earth 
Under this are placed the minerals as earth substances .. 
Questions on the present production of mineral products are un-
der Industries and Commercial Products. Questions on the his-
tory of the use of minerals are under Man as a Social Being .. 
The category The Earth includes questions on the differ-
ences in day and night which result from the move.ment oi the 
earth .. 
A. Age and Origin of the Earth 
Ex.. How old is the earth? 
B .. Size and Shape of the Earth 
Ex.. How big is the earth? · 
C .. Movements of the Earth · 
Ex.. What makes the earth rotate? 
D. P~ysical Features on the Earthts Surface 
1.. Land forms 
~-=~c."'~Ex";- How many· continents are there? 
2 .. Soil and rocks 
Ex. How is soil made'? 
3.. Water bod.ies 
Exo What is the largest bop.y. of water in the 
world:? 
E .. Factors Effective in Changing the Earth's Surface 
1. Earthquakes 
Ex.. Will ther always be earthquakes? 
2 .. Volcanoes 
Ex.. Where is the biggest volcano in the world? 
3., Mountain building 
Ex.., Will nature ever make any new mountains? 
4 .. Glaciers 
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Ex.., Will another glacier ever cover New England? 
F. Commercial Products Obtained f'rom. the Eajth· 
lo Coal 
Ex. Is coal still being made? 
2. Oil 
Ex..; Will our oil supply ever run out? 
3 .. Minerals 
Ex.. Do you suppose there are . any minerals that 
have not been discovered? 
Category XVII.. Weather and Climate 
Under this are placed the questions on atmosphere and air 
pressure~ natural ice, and the scientific instruments used.in 
studying weather., 
A. Differences in Temperature 
Ex.., Why do we have di:t'f'erent temperatures during 
a day? 
B. Seasons 
Ex.., Why do we have four seasons? 
C., Atmosphel:'e 
Ex~ What is atmosphere? 
D.,, Moisture and Precipitation 
1 .. Water 
Ex., What is water made of? 
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2 .. Rain 
Ex. Why does it rain? 
3. Snow 
Ex. Where does snow come from? 
4. Hail 
Ex. How is hail made? 
5 .. Evaporation 
Ex. What makes water evapQrate? 
6. Storms 
Ex. What makes thunderstorms and hurricanes? 
E. Gathering and Disseminating on Weather 
Ex. How can the WBZ weatherman tell us what the 
weather is·goi:o.g to ·'be? 
Category XVIII. Astronomy 
Under this are included the questions on g~avity as the 
fQrce that holds the bodies of the solar system in place. 
Under Astronomy are placed the questions on scientific 
instruments which pupils may identi£y with the study of astron-
nm.y. 
A. The Sun 
Ex. What really is the sun? 
B. The Moon 
Ex·. Does anyone really live in the moon? 
C., The Planets Other Than the Earth 
Ex-o How many planets have scientists found? 
Da The Stars and Constellations 
Ex. Does anyone know how many stars are in the sky1 
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E. Mete.ors and Meteorites 
Ex. What is a meteor. and why does it fali? 
F., The Force of Gravity 
Exo How does gravity keep the planets from bump-
ing into each other? 
G. The Sky 
Exo What holds. up the sky? 
H. The Aurora Borealis 
Ex.. What makes the northern lights? 
Categor,r·XIX. Energy 
Under Energy are placed the questions on fire, electri-
city, gravity as a natural force which affects objects on ol;. 
near the earth, steam, machines, magnetism, floating bodies, 
waterpower, and dams. 
A. Natural Physical Forces 
lo Heat and Fire 
Ex* Did nature start the first fire in the 
world;? 
2 .. Light 
' Ex. Will the world always have light? 
3 .. Sotmd 
Ex. What is tb.'£r loudest sonnd. known? 
4 .. Gravity 
Ex.. Is it gravity that makes tree roots grow 
down? 
5. Magnetism 
Ex., How come a magnet can pick up things'? 
, 
B~ Forces Used in Modern Technological Development 
1. Electricity 
Ex.. How hot is electricity? 
2o Steam 
Exo How much power can steam really develop? 
3 .. Running water 
Ex.. Could man live without running water'? 
4~ Explosive chemicals 
E:x:.. What chemical has the most power? 
5 .. Machines 
Ex.. What is the most horsepower an engine can 
develop'? 
Category xx.. Science - Miscellaneous 
Under this are placed the questions. on science, scientists, 
and scientific instruments which do not f'all within the other 
categories in science. 
Ex.. Who invented chemistcy'? 
Ex.. Why will rubber stretch? 
Ex. Where does alka seltzer .came from? 
Category XXIo Music 
Under Music are placed the questions which call for in-
formation about music. The questions about music as a part of 
the school currieultlm are placed. under Schooie 
A. Origin of' Music 
Ex.. What was the first song ever sung 1 
B. Composers of Music 
Exo How do people write songs? 
C# Musical Inst~uments 
Ex. How many different kinds of musical in-
struments are there? 
Category XXIIo Arithmetic 
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This includes the questions about ari tb:m,etic as a body of 
knowledgee Under School are placed the questions that call 
for help in specific situations as: How do you work the 3 
problems? 
Ex. When ~id man- first use arithmetic? 
Category XXIII. Art and Artists 
Under this are placed such questions as: Why in a picture 
is a shadow blue? Under School are placed such expressions a:s 
the following: I would like to know more about art. 
Ex... Who created art? 
Ex. Who was the most famous artist in Europe? 
Ex. How do you blend colors? 
.' 
Category XXIV. Definitions of Words and Phrases 
Ir.i. this category are placed the requests for definitions 
of words and phrases which are not directly related to the·.-sub-
jects of other categories. 
Exo What does sponsored mean? 
Ex. What is information'? 
Category XXV. Miscellaneous 
In this are questions not placed elsewhere. 
Ex. Why do we have Girl and Boy Scouts 1 
Exo Who started beauty parlors? 
Category XXVI. ·The School 
Under this are placed questions on the history of schools 
and the present problems in connection with schools in the 
local community as well as other areas. 
This category includes the suggestions for the curriculum 
in the several areas which are named as separate categories. 
Definite requests for information or explanations are recorded 
nnder the appropriate subject-matter category; requests for 
opportunities to get information are recorded under School. 
Questions about school subjects as school subjects are in this 
group. 
The few questions submitted about schools in other iands 
are placed in this division. 
The present production of school suppiies is considered 
with Industries and Commercial Products. 
A. Personal Problems of Pupils 
19 Success in academic subjects 
Ex. Why canTt I read good? 
2. Regarding grading and promotion 
Ex.. Do I have to have good marks in everything 
to get promoted? 
B. The Behavior of Pupils 
Ex.. What makes some boys always be bad in 
school'? 
Q. The Curriculum 
1.. Reasons for including certain subjects and ex-
periences 
Ex. Why do we have to study abont health'~ 
2 .. Reasons for omitting certain subjects and ex-
periences 
Exo Why can't we have a movie every day? 
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3.. Suggestion as ·to con.tent 
Ex.. Is social studies in grade six much harder 
than grade five? 
D .. The Teacher and Methods of' Teaching 
Ex.. Wb:y do we do· group work in some grades? 
E. Reasons f'or Havi:p.g Schools 
E~.. Why 4o we have to go to school? 
F .. The Physical Surroundings 
Ex.. Why don't we have a big play yard? 
G .. The Administration 
1 .. Reasons f'or rules o:f discipline 
Ex. Why can't we talk af'ter the bell rings? 
. 
2. SchedUles of activities 
Ex.. Why can't we go on a trip? 
Ho History and Present Status ot Schools 
1. General 
Ex. Who started schools? 
26 Local • 
Ex.. What is the oldest school in Boston? 
Category mii. Problems of Personal. and Social Ad.iustment 
.~ \ 
The questions in this category deal with the problems chil-
dren meet in their day-by-day l:t ving. Tneir personal problems 
as related specifically to lif'e in school are classified under 
School. 
A .. F~ily Problems 
Ex.. Why do my f'ather and mother f'ight? 
a 
-
• 
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l 
B .. Greed, Selfishness, Unkindness/! Lawlessness 
Ex.. Why are some children mean and always want-
ing to fight? 
C., Religion 
Ex.. Why are there so many different religions? 
D. Vocations and Individual Problems 
Ex.. What do I have to do to be a nurse when I 
grow up? 
E., Mental Processes 
Exo Why are some children Quiz Kids"! 
F., Boy-Girl Relationships 
Ex.. Why must boys always be nice to girls? 
G .. Questions Which Suggest that the Writers Feel There is · 
a Difference Between Afuericans and the People ot other 
Lands 
Ex.. ·Why does every country speak a different 
language? , 
H .. Miscellaneous - Reguests for Help in Understanding 
Human Behavior 
Ex.. Why do we have enemies? 
Category XXVIII.. Personal - To the Inquirer 
In this are placed the questions which, apparentiy, are 
directed to the writer personally. 
Exo. Where do you live? 
Category XXIX.. Statements that do not Imply .Q;uestions 
Under this are placed the statements which do not imply 
questions; statements that imply questions are classified as 
questions. 
A. Statements that Express Approval o:f School 
Ex. I love school. 
B. Statements that Express Aversion to School 
Ex.. I don't like my teacher. 
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Category XXX. Questions Involving Unknown Persons or Places 
Ex. Where does .Jack live? 
Category~~ guestions that Suggest Riddles the Children 
May Have in Mind 
Ex• What is my dogts name1 
Category rmr. Questions· that Suggest Daydreaming 
Ex. I wonder what my mother is doing nowe 
Category XXXIII. Unintelligib~e 9uestions 
Ex... Where is the phuzs :flants 1 
Analysis and implications o:f the questions in the cate-
gories are given in Chapter IV. 
• 
CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
In this study, What Children Want to Know About Their 
. . ~ . ~ . --
World, a-total of 54,389 questions were submitted by the 4/740 
. . - . . ' - - ·-
children in grA.des 4, 5, ~ll.9, §. of the cooperating towns and 
cities. 
Inasmuch as this is a comparative study, the thirty-tbree 
categories and their subdivisions set ~p by Baker~ .. were used 
:for classif'y"!ng these qu.estions. The oatego:ries·are named in 
Tab~e III, and are arranged according to those which .fall within 
the social studies., the sciences 3 and other school subjects 
and interests., 
Each question was classified under a main topic and a 
sub-division where necessary. Following are ss.niples of com-
plete papers selected from those written by the boys and girls 
in each of the grades investigatedo 
lo 
2., 
3 .. 
4. 
5o 
6 .. 
7 .. 
8o 
Ques-tio-ns from Boy, --Grade 4 
How big are the stars up in the sky'? (18 dr· 
How many football grumes has Boston Unvisty one?, (10 a) 
How did is the empire state bulding? (1 d) . . . 
How many years ago was the mississippi descovard?(2 a) 
How long is it? (6 e) 
Where was the first oil well? (8 a) 
Who caused the war thats is g-oing Oll. .now? (11 a) 
How wide is the mississippi? (6 e) 
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9.. How 11'1Rn'Y. buld±a~ and.· shi:ps a"t"e there in New York and 
even rum.per? · (6 1) . 
10~ How old is unger? (30) . 
11. How many air ta.ric$ baces_are there? 
Questions tram Girl, Grade 4 
1. When was the world started? ( 1 a) 
2 o How does our mind 'Work? (-13 a) _ 
(30) 
3 .. Has anyone ever gotten ·less than 1000 miles near tl:le 
sun? (18 a) · ·... · · . 
4 .. How ma.'!ly peOple are in the world? (l c) 5 .. Wh.ere does the air go w,hen it_ evaporates? (1? e) 
.~ .. How_does a cow give milk? . (1~ c) 
7~ What is inside a star? {18 d) 
8. How are coins maO.ef ·( l f') 
. 9, Is there any sucb. t.EJ:ing.,as a giant? (1 h) 
l.O .. Hc:>w are rU:pies 8.l).d d.inlonds tn~de.'? ·(l t) _ 
ll~ How does the world t'iirn1 .fl$ e) . _ 
12 ~· Are "'il?::ere peoplE} living ·On any o'f the other 
planets? (18 e) · ~ · 
13. What is the 1ang®.ge of the animals? (12 f) 
14 .. What makes our eyes so that we aan s-ee?. (13 b) 
Ques tiona :from Boy, Grade 5 
1. How high is the sun? (18 a) 
2. What does S .. o .. s .. mean? . (3, e) 
3• How many miles is it across. the United States? ( 6 c) 
4o Are there over twelve sea:;J? ( 16 d) .. 
5.. Was there ever anyone on the Moc:>n? __ ( 18 _b) 
6., About ho'Y!T many letters are there i·n tbe Ch!nese alpha-
bet? (? a) 
7. !' How far is it t 6 the North Pole? ('t a·) 
8~ How many schools are there in the u.s.?_ (26 h) 
9 .. Was there ever a Oasy J'ones? (21) 
Questions from Girl, Grade 5 
le How was o~ moon made? (18 b) 
2., Why doesnwt a big skys-crker tip over and fall in a 
bad stol"Jll? (l d) 
3 .. In what year was a Telosoope invented? (5 b) 
4 .. What man made the. first s ehoo1 house o·ut of any 
material? (26 h)· . 
p., Who found oil first in America? (8 c) 
6., Was the earth once part of the sun? (16 a) 
1o What_ was the first reptile on the Earth1 What 
kind? (12 a) 
• 
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8., Who wa-s the first man to make any-kind of' a boat? 
9o Who was the tv~enytb. pr1sent in the United States?. 
Ques tioris · frbnl Boy, Gra·ae 6 
1~ How many more wars are there going to be.CZ (11 c) 
2c. What is the a bome made of and how do yo'll: :ina~e 
it? (11 f) -
3o Will I get all As in my report card? (26 a) 
4e What -happens whe.n you die? . (13 f) . 
5o. How d6 ins..ects fly? . {12 ·f') .. 
6; l:ICDW does theremin work? (21 c) .. 
7., Cere was the f'ira:t vol·oano? . (16 e) . 
(4 a) 
'1 d~ 
8. I:tow aid the minerals iii the -earth get there? .(16 d) 
_ ~,; ~ow many dif'~ent J;tinds ()f r6 cks are th~r~1.... (16 d) . 
J.O.; What catises tornadoe.s and hurricanes and ot-her_ 
terrific stom.s1 (1'7 d) .. 
11 .. What is electricity? (19 b) 
Questions f'rom Girl, Grade 6 
lo How much do our parents spend in taxes to give us an 
elementary school education1 (1 f) 
2 .. Why are there so many di:f'ferent .religionsJt why can 1 t 
-we all worship G()d in the same way? (27 c) 
3., Why are some of us born wbi te and S·6me ~of WJ, porn 
black? (13 g) . . . . · 
4o WhY is- there war _between two ~ou:p.tries? (11 a) 
5o Why cantt every one be neighborl¥1 (Ll j). 
6.; How does television work? (3 · e} _, _ .-
'?. How many people are the~ in_ the_ world? _ (1 c) 
8., How many countries are there in the wot'lld.? _ (1 c Y 
9., Who is g()ing_ to 'be _o-ar next president? (2 1r) . 
lOo Why do the B.ritish have a King instead of _a p~esi-
dent" (1 a) 
llo Why can't we see air? (20) 
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.. TABIE I 
SOURCE AND NIDmER OF ~JJESTI()NS. ·RECEIVED FROM 4740 MIDDLE GRADE CHILDREN 
- · ·· ·~ - ': - .: ::': ::· ::·:;.:: .::-: : .. ::-:~:--: ·_ ···Total 
Ave .. Ave.· -- - - ~ Total Ave .. 
No .. o:t No.o:f N·a.o:r N6.o:f Total No.o:f :No.ot 
No:;ot. Ques- Ques- No~·of O:ues- :Qn.es- ljo~of Ques- Qu.es• 
·" -.... -. Boys tiona tions ·Girls tions tions ~upils tions =tions ,..., 
Tow:i:f A ' --·- ... ·· ..... ,.. ...... ·~----·.-. 
GraQ.e 4. . ~-.... -48-- .. 561 11.70 34 •499 14.67 82 1060 12~93 
Grade 5 40 580 14 .. 50 38 554 14.58 78 "1134 14 .. 54 
Grade 6 34 267 7.85 35 242 6.91 69 509 7.37 
Town B 
G;rade 4 62 660 10 .. 65 55 607 11.04 117 1267 10.83 
Town c 
Grade q't 212 2149 10~14 186 2144 11~53 398 4293 10 .. 79 
Town D 
Grade 51. 266 32.G7 12.39 284 3294 11.60 550 6591 1lo97 
TownE-. 
Grade 6 222 3282 14 .. 78 203 2822 13.90 425 6104 14.36 
Town F-
Grade 4 93 llq4 12.19 . 85 id53 19.69 176 2187 12.43 
Grade 5 J21 136.5 1L28 106 1063 10<.03 227 2428 10 .. 70 
·Grade 6 388 4344 11.19 410 4647 11 .. 33 '7'98 8991 11~27 
Town G 
Grade 4 348 3274 9 .. 41 356 3882 i0.;34 704 7156 10.16 
Grade 5 213 2243 10.53 217 2389 11 .. 00 430 4632 10.77 
Town H ~508 134 Grade 4 79 646 8.18 55 11 .. 05 1254 9,35 
Grad.e 5 58 595 11.23 75 997 13.03 128 1592 12 .. 44 
Grade 6 82 1076 13.12 70 1124 16.06 152 2200 14o50 
Town I ... 
.... ·-i554 ii~i52 .. 272 iJ..Oo ~.ada 4 - 140 l.457 10.41 i32 2991 
Total 2401 26,950 11 .. 22 2339 27,459 i.i .7 4 - . 4'7 40 ' 54,$89 .... -11~47 
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In Table I the qu~stions al-e accounted for by town, by 
grade, and by sex... In the nine participating towns,~~ 2401 boys 
asked a total o:f 26,930 questions with an average o:f 11 .. 22 
questions per bcry, and. 23~9 girls asked. 27,459 questions with 
an average of il- .. 7 4 questions per girl ... 
TABLE II 
VARiq<GE IN TEE :NUMBER .OF QUES~:t'()NS ASKED BY_ 
.2401. BOYS AND 25~'9 GIRL$ IN GRADE~ 4 8 5~ AND 6 
No., 
Q'ues .. 
·A.sked 
0 
1 
2 
~-
4 
5 
_6 
7 
8 
9 
io 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
2'7 
28 
29 
30 
31 
a e 14 
19 ;3 22 
30 10 40 
32 21 53 
39 32 7'1 
59 45 ;1,04 
62 51 113 
55 49 104 
50 45 95 
45 37 82 
6? 58 125 
52 49 101 
41 54 95 
31 37 68 
29 45 ?4 
23 27 50 
28 22 50 
l3 16 29 
14 ].6 30 
12 11 23 
1l 16 27 
13 12 25 
J.O ? 17 
6 8 14 
2 2 4 
8 8 
1 3 4 
'7 3 10 
2 5 '7 
3 3 6 
3 2 5 
8 ·8 
Grade 5 
B G··. T 
5 5 10 
J.2 10 22 
17 24 41 
21 22 43 
41 35 "76 
63 51 114 
71 58 129 
51 68 119 
54 69 123 
63 52 l15 
'7? '71 148 
63 50 113 
51 51 102 
42 42 84 
44 38 82 
26 45 71 
37 30 67 
2_4 20 44 
22 25 47 
13 16 29 
17 19 36 
1.9 21 40 
15 10 25 
11 13 24 
8 4 12 
8 9 l7 
11 8 19 
4 6 10 
5 9 14 
1 4 5 
4 4 
4 4 
Grade 6 
B G T 
8 1 9 
9 11 20 
14 13 27 
18 21 39 
23 m so 
48 29 77 
56 4'1 103 
46 50 96 
46 43 89 
4l 45 86 
42 48 90 
44 31 75 
27 4'7 74 
29 30 59 
34 41 75 
31 33 64 
31 28 $9 
24 24 48 
20 20 40 
15 12 27 
19 19 38 
24 12 36 
12 10 22 
11 14 25 
4 5 9 
5 -2 '1 
'7 9 16 
2 7 9 
2 3 5 
3 3 
9 7 16 
l 1 2 
• 
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TABLE II (Concluded) 
VARIANCE IN TBE NUMBER OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY· 
2401 BOYS AND 2339 GIRLS IN GBADES 4, 5, AND 6 
:Noo Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 Ques. 
Asked B G T B G T B G T 
32 l l 2 5 5 5 4 9 
33 l 1 l l l l 2 
34 2 2 l l 2 1 3 
36 l 1 l 2 3 2 3 ·5 
36 1 l 2 2 4 2 4 6 
5'? l l 
~a. 1 1 2 
39 2 1 3 
40 1 l 3 3 
41 l 1 2 
42 
43 1 l 1 l 
44 l l l 1 
45 i l 
46 l 1 
47 
48 
49 1 l 
50 1 J. 
51 
52 
53 l l. 
54 l l 
55 
56 l J. 
5'7 
58 J. 1 
I 
Table II shows the variance in the number of questions 
asked by the individual boys and girls in grades four 9 five 
and s i:x. o For exaJ.Uple 3 in grade four, eight boys and s 1x girls 
submitted papers with no questions, whi'l.e sixty-seven boys and 
.. 
fifty-eight girls asked ten questions each. The greatest num-
ber o.f ques ti<"ns a13ked was .fifty= eight by a girl iT\. grade six~ 
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TABLE III 
TOTAL Nwn:BER AN:C PER CENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
2401 BOYS ~ND 2339 GIELS IN GRADES. 4~ 5~ AND 6 
IR EACH OF TEE THIE.T.Y-THREE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
·e 
Boys Girls Total 
Categories No;.of No .. ar No .. of 
Ques~ fa Qnes. % Q,\tf)-8 ·~ % 
.. -
Social Studies ., 
1. .. Man as a Social Being 21i2 7o84 2128 7.,75 4240 '7.80 
2 .. American History and 
Government 1285 4.,'77 1142 4.,16 2427 .4 .. 46 
3 .. Oormnunication 1.636 6 .. o8· 2131 7.76 3'?67 6.93 
4 .. Travel and.Trans-
portation ].588 5-., 90 693 2 .. 52 2281 4 .. 19 
5o Inventions 699 2 .. 60 402 le46 llOJ. 2 .. 02 
6 .. Geography of the 
United States and 
Its Territories 600 2 .. 23 559 2.04 1159 2e1.3 
7 .. Distant Lands and 
Peoples 9'74 3.,61 1039 3.78 2013 3 .. ?0 
8.; Indnstries and com-
:iD.eiiqiai Products 168a 6 .. 27 1902 6.,93 3E>"9o 6 .. 6b 
~ .. TheP;:LocaJ. Community ~2 J.;,57 408 1o49 83"0 1.,53 
10 .. ReB~eation ·1293 4~80 1428 5o20 2721 5600 
'11 .. Wai>·•· 1593 5.92 1058 3o85 26pl 4.87 
Totals 13890 51 .. 59 i2890 46 .. 94 26780 49 .. 23 
Science 
12 .. Ani:mal Life 1374 5.,10. 12£7 4.,58 2631 4.,84 
13 .. The ;'·Hum:a.n Body 921 3o42 1331 4.,85 2252 4 .. i4 
J.4o Reproduetion of 
Animal Life 104 e39 216 o'l9 320 .. 59 
15 .. Plant Life 561 2 .. 08 657 2o39 .121.8 2.24 
16 .. The· Earth 1423 5 .. 28 1316 4 .. 79 2'739 5~04 
1'7. Weather and Climate 644 2 .. 39 776 2.,83 1420 2o6J. 
18 .. Astronomy 1801 6.,69 1411 5-.. 14 3212 5 .. 91 
J.9o Energy 398 1 .. 48 255 .93 653 1 .. 20 
20. Science Miscellaneous 4~ 1 .. 64 3oa 1 .. 13 '750 i~38 
• Tota1s 7667 28 .. 47 7.52!.\ 27.,43 15195 .. 27 e 95 
• 
Table III shows that 49.23 per cent of the. total number of' 
questions asked fall in the categories classified as Social 
Studies; 2'7 e95 per cent of the total number of'. questions fall 
under the topics included ill'l the field of Science; and 11 .. 31 
per cent of the total number of' questions pertain to ~School 
and Problems of Personal and.Soeial Adjustments. 
• 
~oys asked ~le59 per eent and gi~ls, 46e94_pe~ e~nt of the 
26,780 questions in the Social StudieSe :r:n Science the boys 
asked 28e4'l per cent and the girls 27.43 per cent of the 
15,915 questions. However~ in questions concerning The School 
and Problems of Personal and Social .Adjustment ~he girls asked 
14.00 per cent against 8 .. 58 per cent for the boys. 
Since a s:l.gnificant difference statistically determines 
the trend of a group 1 the eri tical ratio of the difference of 
the percentages has been used as the most satisfactory instru-
ment for comparison analyses. To determine the significance 
of the difference between any two pereeptages, the formula for 
finding the critical ratio (OR), ~hen the two percentages are 
expressed by P1 and P2 is: 
CR = 
SE DIFF 
The a tandard of error of a difference between two per-· 
eentages is found by using the formula: 
SE DIFF pl p2 
,,In,-, reference to the- erit~eal ratio and its implication, 
' ............ ""' 
says: 
wnenever this ratio is unity, the chances are 68. to 
lOO that the difference is too great to be the result of 
2 James E. Wert 9 Educational ·&tatisties. New York: MeG~aw 
Hill Book Company11 Inc .. » l93S 11 P• 145, 
• 
• 
sampling rluctuations; whenever this ratio is two, the 
chances are 95 out of 100 that the difference is too 
great to be the result of sampling fluctuations; and, 
whenever the ratio is three or more? it is a practical 
certainty that the difference is too great to be the re-
sult of sampling fluctuations .. 
Tables IV, VI, VIII amd X show critical ratios in com-
paring boys and girls in the number of questions asked that 
were classified as social studies and as science. 
TABLE IV 
· .. ·.CRITICAL RATIOS OF T:E(E BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRATIES 4, 5, 
· - AND 6 ON: QJJEST:IQ:NS..0:£l'f SQCIAL STUDIES .AND SCIENCE 
. , •• - .•. ·-... _·J·.--=,; __ ·_~~ ;<·.--~:.:-_.,:-.. ~.·:>·=_.~. :_ :· 
Cases % 
Social 
Studies; 
Boy$ 2401 51:.-59 4 .. 65 1 .. 00 1 .. 00 1 .. 41 3 .. 30 
Girls 23.39 46, ... 94 
,, 
Science 
Boys 2401 28.4? 1 .. 04 1 .. 00 1.,00 1 .. 41 
Gi_rls 2339 2? .. 43 
60 .. 
There is a statistically significant difference in favor of 
the boys, in the ~umber of questions they ask in Social Studies •. 
In Science, there is a slight, but not at all significant 
difference in favor of the boys • 
61 .. 
TABI.iE V 
T.OT,AL NUMBER AND JER CENT OF QUESTIONS. ASKED BY 
'1?0 BOYS AND '715 GIRLS IN T·BE FOURTH GRADE IN. 
EAPH OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
. ·' 
·\Boys 
No ~o:r­
Ques .. 
:' i'·j 1 • 
··· :Girls Total 
N&~of Categories :I 
• Soo:ie::r: Stud:res "" . &Jl.!S i ' 
l. 'Mar,J.'·as a Sooia~ Being· 5.97 '7 o72 
2o American History and .. 
· Govermnent · · · · ··4i5 5o.3'7 
3., O~unioat1on 500 6.4~ 
4 .. Travel ~d Trans-
portation 396 5.12 
5 .. Inve'b.t1ons .182 1 2·.,35 
().,Geography of.tb.e 
No-.. of· 
Ques~ ·~ Ques.. -~· 
,-,. ¢ 
. l ;f; J 
' fl9'f 7 o30 ll94 , 1'f o50 
35'7 4930 "772 4.85 
658 8.04 1158 7 .. 28 
191 2'o33 ' 587' 3.ll9 
5'7 ~'70 239 l.e50 
' 
., ::C..i t' United States and '· 
Its Ter>ritories 
7 o Dis ta:rit Lands and 
'160 ·.2'~53 .:i 184 2o25 '364 2o29 
:, i 
Peoples · .. 
8., Industries and com-... 
. mercial Products -
9o The Local Connnm:iity 
J.O., Recreation 
11. War , 
Sub-total 
Science 
12 • Animal Lif'e 
13" The Human Body 
14., Reproduction of' 
Animal Lif'e 
15& :Plant Lite 
16., The 'Earth 
l '7 .,: Weather --and Climate 
18'., Astronomy 
19., Energy 
20., Sc1ehee-Miscellaneous 
. I . . 
· ' : stib-total 
Other Areas 
21., Mu.sic . 
22o Arithmetic 
234 Art and Artists 
24., Def'ini tiona o:f Words 
and Phrases 
25o Miscellaneous 
26.. The School 
2? 4; 3o'e>4 417 5ol0 691' 4.,34 
641 
191 
. 407 
337 
8o29 
2.,.55 
5~26 
4o36 
7J.9 8 &'79 
149 lo82 
602 '7 o36 
205 2 .. 51 
•1360. 
346 
1009 
542 
8.54 
2 .. 1'7 
6 .. 34 
3o4l 
4l26 53.0$6 4136 5o .. sa · a2.s2 s1 o 9J. -
368 46'76. 
213 2 .. 75 
l 
'f i 
34 o44 , 
151 la95 
341" 4.;41 
182 ~o$5 
468 6o05 
. 91 lolB·· 
113 1~46 
46 i 
89 
20 
.. 59' 
1&15 
.;26 
28 .. 36 
l.48 '. lo91 
· 322 4ol6 
I 
427 5 .. 22 
288 3·.,52 
103 lo'26 
J.92 2.,35 
330 4o03 
100' 11193 
3'7$ 4o56 
·4S .. 5·9 
' 81 .9~ 
5'7 
46 
19 
/tO 
.56 
o23 
50 o6:a. 
163 1.99 
53'7 6 .. 56 
795 'SoOO 
501 3ol5 
-· ; ,. ' .. 1. '~.... •. 
. lG''{. _, e86 
343 21>16 
6'71 4'.22 
-34:0 2 .. 14 
~41 5 .. 28 
13.9 ;'. r,8'7 
194 lt~22 
. I '·': . J::. 
iJ.Q,3",' I ' o 65 
135 ·' ·o'85 
59 o25 
'78 o49 
311 lo95 · 
859 5 .. 39 
• 
TABLE V (Concluded) 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PER GENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
77 0 BOYS AND 715 GIRLS IN THE FOURTH GRADE _IN 
EACH OF TEE MA.JOR CATEGORIES 
Boys Girls Totai 
Categories NOoOf No .. of NO:. of ro· Ques .. % % Ques. Ques .. 
27. Problems of Personal 
and. SoeiaJ. Ad.just-
m.ents 255 3 .. 30 499 6.10 754 4.74 
28 .. Personal to the 
Inquirers 230 2o97 306 3.74 536 3 .. 'llf 
29. Statements that do 
not Imply Questions 61 .. 79 62 ,/76 123 .. 77 
30. Qnestions Involving 
~~own Persons .or 
Places 50 .. 65 76 .. 93 126 .. 79 
31 .. Questions that Suggest 
Riddles 57 .. 74 86 10'05 143 ..90 
32 .. Questions that Suggef3t 
Daydreaming 1'7 .. 22 24 .. 29 41 .. 26 
33., Unintelligible 322 4 .. 61 122 1 .. 49 444 2.,79 
Sub-total 1645 21 .. 71 204'7 25.01 3692 23.,20 
Grand Total '773.2 8183 15,915 
, In Table V the totals of percentages show that the boys and 
girls of Grade 4 have :relatively the same degree of interest in 
the Social Studies. Boys asked 53 .. 36 per cent, giris 50.,56 per 
cent of the questions. In Science the percentages are: boys., 
25 .. 35; and girls, 24 .. 45. However.~~ there is a great degree of 
difference in the number of questions asked in the two catego-
ries The Schooi and Problems .of Personal and Social Adjustment 
; . 
with the girls' percentage being 12.66 and the.boys 1 7.46. 
•• 
TABLE VI 
CRITICAL RATIOS OF THE BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADE 4 
ON QUESTIONS IN SOCIAL STUDIES. AND SCIENCE 
'Gases % Diff. SEpll SEpz2 SEdif:f. 
Social 
Studies 
Boys 7'70 53!136 2o80 3924 3.61 2o61 
Girls 715 50.56 
Science 
Boys 770 25.35 .90 2. p6 2 .. 56 2.26 
·,Givls '115 24.45 
63 .. 
C.R .. 
lo07 
.39 
There is a difference in favor of the boys, tbough ndt 
signiffdant in the number .of the questions asked in both social 
studies and science. 
TABLE VII 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PER CENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
905 BOYS AND 906 GIRLS IN THE FIFTH GRADE IN. 
EACH OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
Boys Girls Total 
Categories No.,of No.of % No.of Que~. % Qn-es. Q;a-es • % 
Social Studies 
lo Man as a Social Being 776 7.59 871 8.34 1647 7.97 
2 .. American History and 
Government 513 5.02 466 4.46 979 4.74 
3 .. Communication 548 5.36 '804 '7.70 1352 6 .. 54 
4. Travel and Trans-
portation 608 5.94 240 2 .. 30 848 4.10 
5 .. Inventions 310 3.03 277 2 .. 65 587 2.84 
6 .. Geography of the 
United States and 
Its Territories 287 2 .. 81 254 2 .. 43 541 2 .. 62 
7. Distant Lands and 
Peoples 306 2 .. 99 205 1 .. 96 511 2 .. 47 
• 
64. 
TABLE VII ( te·ont-imred) 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PER CENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
905 BOYS AND 906 G lRLS . IN THE FlFTH GRADE IN 
EACH OF TEE JJIA~O:R DATEGOB.IES 
.Catego"ries 
a. In~ustriee and Com-
mercial Products 
9 •.. The Lo ca.l .OOm.nl'Lltl.i ty 
:Lcf~ ·Re.creation 
11~ War : 
Sub-total 
Science 
12 .. Animal Life 
13 .. The __ Human Body 
14. Reproduction of 
Animal Life 
15. Plant Life 
16 .. The- Earth 
11 .. Weta,ther and Climate 
18 .. Ast~onomy 
19. Energy 
20 .. Science-Miscellaneous:-
., 
.. ~-. Sub-totai 
Other Areas 
21. 
22 .. 
23., 
24 .. 
25 .. 
26. 
27 0 
28. 
29. 
. 30. 
Music 
Arithmetic 
Art and Artists 
Definitions of Words -
and Phrases 
Miscellaneous 
The-School 
Problems of Personal 
and Social Adjustment 
Personal to the 
Inquirer 
Statements that do not 
Imply Questions 
Questions Involving 
Unknown Persons or 
Places 
.Boys 
No . .,6f' 
Ques., % 
7Q8 
.133 
'''418 
65J. 
5258 
6.92 
. la30 
4 .. 09 
6.,36 
51.,49 
509 4.,98 
311 3.04 
46 • 45 
250 2.,44 
559 5.46 
288 2 .. 82 
681 6.66 
.l:54 1.,51 
150 lo 47 
2948 28 .. 83 
59 .,58 
49 .,48 
20 .. 20 
35 .,34 
212 2o07 
479 4 .. 68 
394 3.,85 
284 2 .. 78 
50 .,49 
106 1 .. 04 
Girls Total 
Nooof No.,of' 
Que s • % Que s .. % 
825 
135 
511 
391 
'7 .. 90 
lo29 
4.89 
3'.,74 
16~3 
268 
929 
1042 
7.~2 
1.30 
4.49 
5.,04 
4979 47 .,66 10237 49 .. 53 
421 4 .. 03 
450 4 .. 31 
84 .80 
286 2.7 4 
513 4.91 
369 3.53 
534 5oll 
106 1 .. 02 
83 .,79 
2846 27 .. 24 
84 .. 80 
62 .. 59 
36 .. 34 
58 .. 56 
280 2 .. 68 
796 7 .. 62 
556 5.33 
397 3.,80 
32 .. 3:1. 
54 .. 52 
930 4o50 
761 3.,68 
130 .,63 
536 2.,59 
1072 5 .. 19 
657 3 .. 1.8 
1215 5 .. 88 
260 1 .. 26 
23:3: 1.,13 
5794 28,04 
143 
111 
56 
'93 
492 
1275 
950 
681 
82 
160 
.. 69 
.. 54 
,;27 
.• 45 
2.38 
6~17 
• 
TABLE VI I (Con-eluded) 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PER CENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
905 BOYS AND 906 GIRLS IN THE FIFTH GRADE IN 
EACH OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
' 
65. 
Boys .' Girls Totai 
Categories No.of No.of No.of Qu.es. % Ques. % Qties. % 
31 .. Questions that Sug-
gest Riddles __ . 91 ~89 86 o82 177 .86 
32 .. Questions that Stig-
gest Daydreaming 31 .. 30 4 .04 35 .17 
33 .. Unintelligible 2l3 2"08 l?l 1~64 384 1 .. 86 
·' Sub-total 2023 19 .. 78 26l6 25 .. 05 4639 22 .. 45 
Grand Total 10,229 l0,44l 20~ 6'70 
Table VII shows that the bighest-interest of the boys and 
girls of Grade 5 falls in the categories of the Social Studies, 
the percentage being 49 .. 53o Boys show a greater interest in 
this area - 51 .. 41 per cent as against 47 .. 66 per cent for the 
girls .. In the field of Science the percentages of questions 
asked by boys and by girls rank very closely - boys 1 28.83; 
girls, 27 "24 .. 
Again~ as appeared in the study of the Fourth-Grade, the 
girls ask more questions in the field of The School and Prob-
. . . 
lems of Personal and Social Adjustment than do the boys; the 
percentage of questions asked by the girls being 4.42 per cent 
higher than that of the boys • 
• 
_TABLE VIIt 
CRITICAL RA11IOS OF TBE BOYS AND GIRLS IN G.RADE 5 
ON QUESTION.$ IN S OctAL S T'QDIES AND S CIENDE 
Oases % Diffo SEp11 SEp22 SE<liff., 
Social 
Studies 
Boys 905 51.41 3.75 2o89" ···2.f:J9 ·2.40 
Girls 906 4!1. 815 
Science 
Boys 905 28 .. 8.3 l.$9 2.25 2~25 2.12 
Girls 906 27 .. 24 
•"I ·~ 
66 .. 
©.R. 
1.'56 
.75 
The:r:>e is a difference in favor o:f .the boys, though riot . 
significant,~~ in the number of questions asked in both social 
studies and science. 
TABLE IX 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PER CENT. OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
726 :SOYS AND 718 GIRLS .IN TEE SIXTH G~DE. IN. 
EACH OF TEE .MAJOR .CATEGlORIES .. __ . . . 
Boys Gir1s Total 
.ca tego~ies Noe:of No.of No .. of 
Q,nes .. ··.% Ques. % Ques .. ~;-
,,:;-
Social StUd-ies 
.. 
1. Man as a Social Being 739 8.36 660 7 .. 36 1399 7~86 
2o American Histoey and 
Goirermne;r;a.t 357· 4.04 319 3o56 676 3.80 
3. Communication 588 6 .. 66 669 7.46 1257 71>06 
4. Travel and Trans-
.P.ortation 6a4 6 .. 61 262 2 .. 92 84~ 4 .. 75 
5 • Inventions 297 2.34- 68 o76 275 1.54 
6. Geography o:f' the 
United States and 
121 1.43 Its Territories 135 1 .. 51 1 .. 55 254 
7 .. Distant Lands and 
Peoples 394 4.46 417 4~65 811 4.56 
67. 
TABLE IX (~1.nued) 
-
TOTAL NUMBER AND PER CENT.. OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
'726 BOYS AND '718 GIRLS IN TEE SIXTH GRADE IN 
EACH OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
e ' 
_Boys Girls Total 
Categories No .. of No .. of' No.of 
9E:E!Sa ~ Ques ~ % Ques .. % 
e. Il;J.dustries and Com,-
mercial P~oducts 339 3 .. 84 358 3.,99 69'7 3.91 
9. The Local Community 92 1.04 124 1 .. 38 216 1 .. 21 
10. Recreation 468 5.30 315 3.,51 '783 4.40 
11 .. War 605 ·6.85 462 5.15 106'7 5.99 
Sub-total. 4506 51 .. 01 3'?'75 42 .. 09 8281 46 .. 51 
Science 
fi 12 .. Animal Life 497 5.,63 409 4 .. 56 906 5 .. 09 13 .. The HUII1an Body 39"/ 4 .. 49 593 6 .. 61 990 5 .. 56 
14 .. Reproduction of Ani-
mal Life 24 .. 2'7 29 .. 32 53 .30 
159 Plant Life 160 1 .. 81 1'79 2 .. 00 339 1 .. 90 
16c~ The Earth 523 5 .. 92 4'73 5a27 996 5.,59 
17 .. Weather and Climate 1'74 1 .. 96 249 2e'78 423 2 .. 38 
18. Astronomy 652 1].,38 504 5.,62 1156 6 .. 49 
19 .. Energy 153 J:. e l'J 3 101 1 .. 13 254 1 .. 43 
20 .. Science - Miscellaneous 1.'78 2~01 145 1e62 323 la8J. 
Sub-total 2758 31 .. 20 2682 29 .. 91 5440 30 .. 55 
Other Areas 
21 .. Mnaic 20 1)23 53 .59 73 ..41 
22 .. Arithmetic 22 o25 35 1139 ·ffl .. 31 
23 .. Art and Artists 22 o25 24 Q2? 46 .,26 
24 .. Definitions of' Words 
and Phrases 61 o69 61 .. 68 122 .. 69 
25 .. Miscellaneous 276 3.el2 283 3 .. 16 559 3el4 
26 .. The School .. 399 4 .. Q2. 655 ? .. 30 1054 5.92 
27. Problems of Personal 
and Social Adjustment 461 5 .. 22 801 8.93 1262 7 .. 09 
28 .. Personal to the 
• 
Inquirer· 151 1.71 2?3 3 .. 04 424 2 .. 38 
29a Statements that do not 
Imply Questions· 48 <154 56 o62 104 &58 
30 .. Questions Involving 
Unknown Persons or 
Places 71 o80 67 o75 138 .. 78 
• 
• 
TABLE IX (Concluded) 
TOTAL NUMBER AND PER VENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY 
726 BOYS AND 718 GIRLS IN TEE SIXTH GRADE IN 
EACH OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
68~ 
Boys Girls Total 
Categories No .. of 
% 
No.,of No.of 
% % Ques .. Q.ues. Q.ues., 
31. Questions that Sug-
gest Riddles 23 .. 26 15 .. 17 38 .. 21 
32. Questions tliat Sug-
gest D,ay~ea.ming 6 ,.fJ'l l .. 01 '7 .. 04 
33 .. Unintelligible 145 1.64 54 .,60 199 1.12 
Sub-total 17.05 19 .. 30 2378 26651 4083 22 .. 93. 
.,. ·. 
Grand Total 8969 8835 17,804 
-·-
Table IX shows that of the questions that are asked by the 
boys and girls of Grade 6 in the Social Studies categories,5l .. Ol 
per ce:o.t are asked by the boys and 42 .. 09 per cent by the giJ;'lS • 
. , 
In the field of Science boys and girls show a fairly common in-
terest - boys, 31 .. 20 per cent; girls, 29~91 per cent .. 
The girls! interest e);Kcels that of the boys' in The School 
-
,and in P:t>oblems of Personal S.rtd Soci-al Adjustment - girls, 
16 .. 23 per cent; boys 3 9~74 per cent., 
TABLE X 
CRITICAL RATIOS OF TEE BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADE 6 
ON QUESTIONS IN SOCIAL STUDIES AND SCIENCE 
Cases % Dif':fo SEp 2 1- SEp22 SEdi:f.f o 
Social 
Studies 
Boys 726 51601 8 .. 92 5 .. 61 3~24 2 .. 61 
Girls 718 42 .. 09 
Science 
Boys 726 31 .. 20 lo29 2 .. 89 ·2.,a9 2~40 
Girls 718 29 .. 91 
CoRo 
3 .. 40 
.. 53 
• 
•• 
&9. 
In g~ade six there is a statistically significant dif-
ference in the number of questions asked in the social ~-t-udies 
in favor of the boys.'- In science, also, there is a difference 
in favor of the boys, although it is not significant. 
TABLE XI 
MAIN -cATEGORIES AND PER CENT OF CHILDREN IN GRADES 
4, 5,. AND 6 WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
Boys Girls Total 
Main Categories Num- Per Num- Per Nmn~ Per 
ber Cent her Cent ber cent 
1 .. Man as a Social Being - 1091 23.,01 1051 22 .. 15 2141 45.16 
2 .. Ame~ican History and 
Govermq.ent 698 14 .. '72 '737 15 .. 55 1435 30.37 
3 .. Communieation 893 18c83 1155 24 .. 36 2048 43.19 
4. Travel and Trans-
portation 898 18c94 496 10.46 1394 29 .. 40 
5. Inventions 391 8 .. 22 378 7 .9'7 769 J.6 .. 19 
6 .. Geography of u .. s. and, 
Its Territories 373 7.86 415 8 .. '75 788 l6.61 
'7o Difita.nt Lands & People 927 11.11 612 12.81 11r39 24.02 
a .. Industries.and Com-
mercial Products 649 13.,69 740 15 .. 18 1389 28.,87 
9. Local Community 249 5.25 2'75 5.80 524 11 .. 05 
10. Recreation '75'7 16o97 824 lfJ .38 1581 33 .. 35 
1lo War 83'7 l"T .65 639 13.48 1476 31 .. -13 
12. Animal Life '7 43 15.,67 704 14 .. 85 144? 30 .. 52 
13 .. The Human Body 548 11 .. 56 700 14 .. 76 1248 26 .. 32 
14 .. Reproduction of Animal 
Lif'e 91 1.,94 166 3.,50 257 5 .. 44 
15 .. Plant Life 388 8~39 514 10-84 902 19.23 
16o Ea~th '737 15.,54 826 17.42 1563 32.96 
1'7. Weather and Climate 433 9.34 526 11.0'7 958 20 .. -41 
18 .. Astronomy ?40 15?61 733 15 .. 42 1473 31 .. 03 
19 .. Energy 28'7 ·6.,05 224 4.'72 511 10~'77 
20 .. Science-Miscellaneous 301 6.35 238 5 .. 02 539 1L.3'7 
21. Music 104 2 .. 19 155 3.27 259 6 .. 46 
22 .. Arithmetic 121 2.55 124 2 .. 61 "245 5.,16 
23 .. Art and Artists 55 1.16 86 1 .. 81 141 2 .. 97 
24. Definitions of Words 
and Phrases 85 1o3'7 90 le89 1?5 3 .. 26 
25. Miscellaneous 430 9.07 550 11 .. 60 980 20 .. 67 
26. Schoo"! 632 13.33 953 20 .. 10 1585 33.43 
• 
TABLE XI (Concluded) 
MAIN CATEGORIES AND PER CENT OF 'OHILDEEN IN GRADES 
4~ 5, AND 6 WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
Main .Qategories 
Boys 
Nam..:. Per 
Girls 
Num- Pet> 
berr Cent 
-Total 
Nnm- Per 
her ·cent ber Cent 
~7. Problema o~ Personal and 
.. So~ial_ Adjustment · 506 l0o67 840 17<,72 1346 28 .. 59 ae.~: Par~onal to the Inqnj;rer. 210 4.63 299 6.,30. 509.:' 10. 93 
29. Statements · 58 lo22 52 1.09 110 2o31 
30., Questions Involving 
Unknown Per sops or 
Places 109 2o29 109 2429 21S 4.,58 
31. Riddles 71 1.49 92 L,94 183 3.,43 
32. Daydreaming 31 .65 10 .. 21 41 .. 86 
33. Unti:i.telligib1e 389 8.,20 245 5.16 634 13.36 
. -· 
. . ..... 
.. 
Table XI gives a percen~~ge picture of the numbe~_of boys 
••. i., 
and. gi~~s who asked at lea~rt. one question in each ma~ ca~e.:-: :_' 
· •. l.;; ,'. 
ggry.,: Jiine of the 33 cat.~go.ries interested more tb.an 30 per 
cent of all the children who wrote one or more· questions In 
each, and two ,o'f the categories had more than 40 per cent ~f:.:~;: 
·.. \: 
the children asking questions., Nine out of 53 e'ategories .. S.t;=· 
tracted. 10 per cent .?r less of' all the ehildl?en who asked at 
least one question. ilhe statistics show that less than 3 per 
cent of all children participating asked one question or more 
in the category, Art and Artists» and just over 5 per cent were 
interested in Music or Aritbmetico 
• 
• 
71~ 
TABLE XII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADE 4 
WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH OF TEE MAJOR. CATEGORIES 
Boys .. Girls Total 
Main Categories Nunt- Per Num- Per Num,;.. Per 
:~~r Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1 .. Man as a Soeial Betog 
2., American History and ·· 
Government 
3 .. Communication 
4 .. Travel and Trans-
portation 
5 .. Inventions 
6.. Geogr_apb.y of U .,S and 
Its Territories 
.7 .. Distant Land.s & People 
So Industries and Com-
mercial Products 
9 .. Local Community 
10 .. Recreation 
llo War 
12.. Animal Life 
13.. Human Body 
14 .. Reproduction of Animal 
Life 
15 .. Plant Life 
16 .. Earth 
17. Weather and Glfmate 
18. Astronomy 
19 .. Energy 
20. Science-Miscellaneous 
21 .. Music 
22 .. Arithmetic 
23 .. Art and Artists 
24 .. Definitionsof Word.s 
and Phrases 
25 .. Miscellaneous 
26 .. School 
27 .. Problema of Personal 
and So.cia1 Adjustment 
28 .. Personal to the 
Inquirer 
29 .. Statements 
30.. Questions Involving Un-
known Persons or Places 
31 .. Riddles 
32v Daydreaming 
33 .. Unintelligible 
333 43o24 Z95 41.,25 
2J.6· 28 ... 0;5" •214 29.,93 
267 34.,67 348 48o67 
1' ., 
233 30o25 
1.02 l3 .. 24 
104 13 .. 50 
149 19 .. 35 
237 30 .. 77 
104 13.,50 
273 35 .. 45 
197 25 .. 58 
218 28.31 
134 17 e40 
34 4 .. 41 
99 10.t25 
227 29 .. ·48 
1.34 17 .. 40 
230 29 .. 87 
63 8 .. 18 
73 9.48 
36 4 .. 67 
64 8e31 
12 1 .. 55 
19 2 .. 46 
90 11 .. 68 
165 21 .. 42 
133 17 .. 27 
150 20 .. 98 
76 10 .. 62 
127 rL,76 
21.4 29 .. 93 
2'7 4 38 .. 32 
84 10 .. 34 
317 44 .. 33 
134 1.8 .. 74 
233 32 .. 58 
·169 23 .. 63 
70 9 .. 79 
154 21.,53 
229 32 .. 02 
132 18 .. 46 
201 28 .. 11 
4l 5.73 
66 9a23 
51 7.13 
39 5 .. 45 
24 3 .. 35 
19 2i>65 
121 l.6o92 
262 36 .. 64 
239 33 .. 42 
65 8 .. 44 71 9~93 
24 3 .. 11 15 2:09 
33 4 .. 28 
24 3.,11 
8 1 .. os 
172 22 .. 33 
29 ,4.,05 
26 3.,63 
6 . ~ ~83 
85 11 .. 88 
628 42 .. 24 
430 2B .. 99 
pl5 4-l.e-@7 
383 26 .. 61 
178 11 .. 93 
231 l5e63 
363 24 .. 64 
511. 34.,54 
188 1.1.,92 
590 39 .. -89 
331 22 .. 16 
451 30.44 
303 20 .. 51 
104 7,10 
253 15~89 
456 30 .. 75 
266 l7o93 
431 28e~99 
104 7 o95 
139 9 .. 35 
87 '5 ... 90 
103 6 .. 88 
36 2 • .45 
38 2 .. 55 
21~ 14 .. 30 
377 29 .. 03 
3'72 25 .. 4"3 
136 . ~i .. l8 
39 2 .. 60 
62 4 .. 16 
50 3 ... 37 
].4 .. 93 
25?" 17 <.10 
• 
• 
Table XII shows that aJ.most 1:-~.l:t' of the f'our~h grade pu-
pils asked at least one question in the categories Man as a 
. - - -
.Social BeiE5 ( 42 .. 24 per cent) and Communication ( 41.)8'7 per 
cent).. Fifteen per cent more of the t·otal o.f girls asked ques-
tions in the category The School than o-f the total of boys • 
Sixteen per cent more of the total of' girls asked questions .in 
the category Problems of Personal and Social Ad.iustment than 
of the total of boys~ Outstanding was the fact that 22e33 per 
eent of the total of boys asked at least one Unintelligible, 
question While only 11 .. 88 per cent of the total of girls asked 
at least one Unintelligible questiono The girls displayed 
greater interest in Recreation whereas the boys asked a 
greater percentage of questions about War .. 
-
TABLE XIII 
NUMBER AND PER CENT o·F BOYS AND GIRLS IN G HADE. 5 
WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH. OF TEE .MAJOR CATEGORIES 
Boys Girls Total 
Main Categories Num- Per Num- Per Num- Per 
bar Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
1 .. Man as a Social Being 414 45e'74 415 45o80 829 45,77 
2. American History and 
Gover'.Ilment 258 28~50 290 32o00 548 30.,25 
3., Communication 321 35.,46 431 47 .. 5'? 752 41 .. 52 
4 .. Travel and Trans-
portation 348 38 .. 45 175 1.9 o3l 523 2So88 
5o Inventions 159 17 .. 56 161 lT'fo'77 320 1'7 ~66 
e .. Geography of UoSo and 
Its Territories 173 19 .. 11. 172 18o98 345 ~9o04 
'7o Distant Lands & People 171 18e89 158 17 .. 43 329 l8ol6 
So Industries and Com-
mereia1 Products 265 29 .. 28 302 33 .. 33· 567 31~30 
9 .. Local Commtm.i ty 76 8 .. 39 92 10o15 168 9.,27 
10., Recreation 250 27 .,62 305 33,.66 555 30o64 
ll.o ·War 332 36e68 223 24.,61 555 30,.64 
• 
• 
TABLE XIII (Coneluded) 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADE 5 
WHO ASKED QDESTIONS IN U,CH OF THE.MAJOR CATEGORIES 
Main Oat'egories 
12 .. Animal Life 
13. Human Body 
14. Reproduction of An:bnal 
. Life 
15.. Plant Life 
16. Earth 
1'7. Weather and Climate 
18.. Astronomy 
19. Energy 
20. Science-Miscellaneous 
21. Music 
22. Arithmetic 
23. Art and Art.ists 
24. Def'initionsof Words 
and Phrases 
25. Miscellaneous 
26 .. School 
2'7. Problems of Personal 
and Social Adjustment 
28 .. Personal to the 
Inquirer ; . 
29. Statements · 
30.. Questioli'J!S Involving Un;.. 
known Persons or Places 
31. Riddles 
32. Dayd:r;aeam!ng 
33. Unintelligible 
Boys Girls . Total-
Num- Per Num- Per Ntml- Per-
ber Cent ber Cent ber Cent 
28431.38 
208 22e98 
40 4.41 
171 18 .. 89 
324 35.80 
181 20.00 
318 35.13 
125 1.3.59' 
10'1 11.82 
49 5.41 
37 4.08 
23 2•54 
30 3.31 
160 17.6'7 
257 28o39 .. 
179 19.7'7 
75. 8~2$ 
1.9 a.o9 
39 4.30 
29 3.20 
21 2.32 
129 14.25 
233 25 .. 71 
241 26.,60 
58 . 6o40 
217 23.95 
321 34.43 
225 24 .. 83 
268 29 ... 58 
97 10.70 
65 7 o17 
65 rj .17 
56 6.18 
36 3.97 
34 3.'75 
213 23 .. 50 
381 42.05 
294 32.45 
118 13.,02 
17 1.87 
38 4 .. 19 
49 5.40 
3 .33 
l2i 13.35 
517 28.54 
449 24 .. 79 
98 5 .. 40 
388 21.42 
636 35.12 
406 22 .. 42 
586 32.35 
220 12 .. 15 
172 9.49 
114 6 .. 29. 
93 5o13 
59 3.25 
64 .3 .. 53 
373 20 .. 53 
638 35.22 
4'73 21.11 
193 10~65 
36 lo-98 
i 
'7'11 4 .. 24 
'78 4 .. 30 
24 le32 
250 13.80 
In Grade 5, Table XIII indicates approximately twice as 
many boys as girls as~ questions in the category· Travel and 
Transportationo More girls than boys show concern over ques-
tions in the category Gomrnunication. Only a slight difference 
is shown between the se~es in the category Unintelligible. In 
the categories The .School and Problems of Personal and Soeia.l 
Adjus;tment the girls aga.in show greater interestJ) whereas the 
• 
74., 
boys display great~r interest in~ and Animal Life~ 
·TABLE XIV' 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF BOYS AID) G fRLS IN GRADE 6 
WHO ASKED Q,uEST!ONS IN EACH OF THE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
Bo-y-a Girls Tot-al . 
Main Categories Num- Per Num- Per Nuin- Per 
ber Cent ber Oent ber Oent 
lo Man as a Social Being 
2e American History and 
Government 
3., OonnnUni cation 
4., Travel and Trans--
. portation 
5 .. Inventions 
6.; Geography of U.So and 
Its Territories. 
7 .. Distant Lands & People 
8-. Industries and Com-
mercial Products 
9. Local Qommunity 
lOo Recreation 
llo War 
12., Animal Life 
13o Human Body 
14. Reproduction of Animal 
Life 
15· Plant Life 
16 .. Earth 
17. Weather and Climate 
18., Astronomy 
19 .. Energy . 
20. Science-Miscellaneous 
2lo Music 
22. Arithmetic . 
23. Art and Art/ ists 
24. Definitions of Words 
and Phrases 
25 .. Miscella.neou.s 
26o Sehool 
27 .. Problems of Personal 
and Social Adjustment 
28. Persona·l to the ·Inquirer 
29 .. Statements 
30. Questions Involving Un= 
known Persons or Places 
3l<J Riddles 
32.. Dayaream:i.ng 
35 .. Unintelligible 
344 47 .. 38 
224 30e84 
305 42.,01 
·3;i7 43.o66 
130 1'7 o90 
96 13o22 
207 28e51 
14'7 20 .. 24 
69 9o50 
·234 3.2~23 
308 42c42 
241 33~19 
206 28o37 
17 2.,47 
1l8 ).:6.,25 
186 25cr61 
118 l6c;25 
192 261>44 
101 l3o91 
121 16.66 
19 2·61 
20 2 .. 75 
20 2o75 
36 4o95 
180 24o'79 
210 28.92 
194 26~72 
70 9o64 
15 2&06 
37 5<109 
18 2a45 
2 ~27 
88 l2ol2 
340 4'7 ,.25 
233 S2o46 
3'76 52.,36 
1'71 23 .. 81 
141 l.9o63 
116 1.6.,15 
240 33.,42 
164 22o84 
99 l3o78 
202 28 .. 10 
282 39e2'7 
238 33.,14 
290 40e38 
38 5 .. 27 
143 l9o9l 
285 39c69 
169 23 .. 53 
264 36 .. 76 
'86 lle97 
10'7 14o90 · 
39 5o-43 
29 4 .. 03 
26 3o62 
37 5ol5 
216 30o08 
310 43 .. 17 
307 42o75 
110 l5e32 
20 2.,78 
42 5 .. 84 
17 2o36 
l .13 
39 5o44 
684 47 .,36 
457 3lo'72 
681 4tl ~16 
488 33 .. 73 
271 18~76 
21.2 14 .. 68 
447 30o95-. 
311 21~t53 
168 J.1o63 
436 30 .. 19 
590 40.,85 
479 33el7 
496 34 .. 38 
55 3 .. 92 
261 18 .. 0'7 
471 32 .. 61 
287 19.,87 
456 31.,60 
18'7 l2o95 
228 15e'78 
58 4 .. 01 
49 3o39 
46 3 .. 18 
'73 5e05 
396 27 .. 42 
520 36 ... 01 
501 34o69 
180 l2o49 
35 2o42 
79 . 5.47 
35 2.42 
-3 .. 20 
127 8 .. 79 
•• 
In Table XIV it is of interest to note that in the cate-
gory Man as a Social Be;pg the percentage of boys and girls in 
Grade 6 asking at least one or more questions is almost identi-
cal.. Again, the girls show more interest than the boys in the 
category Communication$ while the boys show much more interest 
- -
than the girls in the category Travel and Transportat~on.. The 
girls show a decidedly greater inte:roest in the categOries The 
Human Bogy, The Earth, As tronow.y, _ .The _ 8 ahool, and Pr? bl.ems · of 
Personal and Social Adjustment. - It is to be noted that over 
twice as many boys as girls ask at least one or more Unintelli-
gible questions. 
TABLE XV 
RANK OF THE MAJOR CATEGORIES BASED ON TEE TOTAL NUMBER 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
Main Categories 
1 .. Man as a Social Being 
2.. American History and Govermnent 
3o Communication 
4 .. Travel and Transportation 
5 .. Inventions 
6 .. Geography of u .. s .. and Ter:ritories 
7 .. Distant Lands and People 
8 .. Industries and Commercial Products 
9 .. ~ocal Community 
10" Recreation 
11 .. War 
12 .. Animal Life 
13., Human Body 
14'·., ;B.eprod.uc:t;ion of Animal Life 
15., Plant Life 
16 .. Earth 
1'7 .. Weather and Climate 
18 .. Astronomy 
19 .. Energy 
20 .. Science - Miscellaneous 
21 .. Music 
22o Arithmetic 
23 .. Art and Artists 
Boys 
1 
9 
3 
2 
17 
20 
13 
10 
23 
5 
4 
6 
12 
28 
19 
8 
15 
7 
22 
21 
27 
25 
32 
GirJ.s 
l 
7 
11 
17 
19 
18 
13 
6 
21 
5 
12 
9 
10 
25 
16 
4 
15 
8 
24 
23' 
26 
27 
31 
• 
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TABU: XV (Cone·~uded) 
RANK OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES BASED ON TEE TOTAL NOMBER 
OF BOYS AND GIRLS WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
Main Categories Boys Girls 
24 .. 
25 .. 
26 .. 
27 .. 
Def'inition;sof Words and Phrases 
Miscellaneous 
29 
16 
11 
30 
14 
2 School 
Problems of Personal and Social 
28 .. 
29 .. 
30o 
31 .. 
32 .. 
33 .. 
Adju.Stment 
Personal· to the Inquirer 
Statements 
Questions Involving Uriknown 
Persons or Places 
Ridd~es 
Daydreami:ng 
Unintelligible 
14 
24 
31 
26 
30 
33 
18 
3 
20 
32 
28 
29 
33 
22 
Table XV shows the rank of each main category on the basis 
of the number of boys and girls asking questions in each.. Be-
iow are arranged the choices of the boys and girls according 
to the first five and last five ranking categories .. 
Most Popular Categories 
Boys 
1., Man as a Social Being . 
2 a Travel and Transportation 
3 .. Communication 
4 .. War 
5 .. Recreation 
G.irls 
1 .. Man as a Social Being 
2 ... School . _ 
3o Problems o:f Personal 
and Social Adjustment 
4& Earth · 
5 .. Recreation 
Least Popular ,~ategories 
30 .. 
3lo 
Boys 
Definitions of Words and 
Phrases 
Questions that Suggest 
Riddles 
Statements that Do Not 
Imply Questions 
Girls 
29 .. Questions ·that Suggest 
Riddl.es 
30 .. Definitions of' Words 
and Phrases 
3~o Art and Artists 
• 
1. 
2o 
3., 
4 .. 
5 .. 
6 .. 
7 .. 
.. 
8. 
9. 
10 .. 
J.lo 
12 .. 
13 .. 
14 .. 
15 .. 
16 .. 
17 .. 
18. 
• 
19 . 
20 .. 
21 .. 
22 .. 
23. 
24 .. 
25 .. 
Leas;t Popular Categories (Concluded) 
~ 
32., Art and Artists 
33. Questions that Suggest 
Daydreaming 
TABLE XVI 
Girls 
32 .. Statements that Do· 
Not Imply Questions 
33.. Questionf:f that Sug-
gest Daydreaming 
RANK OF THE. lVfAJOR CATEGORIES BASED ON TEE NUMBER OF 
BOYS .AND G Ilill3 IN GRADES 4., 5, AND. 6 WHO . 
.ASKED QUll:STIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 
Categories 
B9y$ Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
Man as a Social Being 
American History and 
1 3 1 1 1 2 
Government 9 9o5 9 8 7 11 
Communication 3 1 5 2 4 1 
Travel and Transporta-
tion 5 14 2 16 2 14 
Inventions 19 21 19 18 16 1.8 
Geography of the u .. s. 
and Its Territories 1'7 .. 5 1'7 15 17 21 19 
Distant Lands and 
People 13 9.,5 16 .. 5 19 9 9 
Indus tries and Com-
mereial Products ... 4 4 8 6 15 16 
The Local C o:tmnuni ty 17 .. 5 20 23 23 24 22 
liecreation 2 2 11 5 6 13 
War . 10 15 3 13 3 7 
Anilllal Life 8 7 7 11 5 10 
The Human Body 14.5 12 12 10 10 5 
Reproduction of Animal 
Life 27 23 26 25 31 27 
Plant Life 20 13 J.5e5 14 18 .. 5 17 
Earth '1 8 4 4 13 6 
Weather and Climate 14 .. 5 16 13 12 18 .. 5 15 
Astronomy 6 11 6 9 12 8 
Energy 25 26 21 22 20 23 
Science-Miscellaneous 22 24 22 24 .. 5 17 21 
Music 26 25 25 24 .. 5 29 25 .. 5 
Arithmetic 23 27 28 27 27 .. 5 29 
Arts and Artists 32 30 31 30 27 .. 5 30 
De fini t:tons of Words 
and Phrases 31 31 29 31 26 28 
Miscellaneous 21 18 18 15 14 :L2 
• 
• 
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TABLE XVI (Concluded) 
RANK OF TBE MAJOR CATEGORIES, BASED ON THE NUMBER OF 
BOYS AND GIRLS IN GRADES 4~ 5 9 AND 6 WHO . 
ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
Grade 4 G-rade 5 Grade 6 
Categories Boys Girls Boys Girls Boys Girls 
26a The School 12 5 l.O 3 8 3 
2"7" Problems o:f Personal 
and Social Adjustment 16 6 14 7 ll. 4 
28. Personal to the 
Inquirer 24 22 24 21 23 20 
29 .. Statements that Do Not 
Imply Quest ions 29o5 32 33 32 32 31 
30 .. Questions Involving 
Unknown Persons or 
Places 28 28 27 29 28 24 
31 .. Questions that Su.g-
gest Riddles 29e5 29 30 28 30 32 
32 .. Questi9ns that Sug-
gest Daydreaming 33 33 32 33 33 33 
33 .. Unintelligible 11 19 20 20 22 25 .. 5 
Below are listed the :first :five and the last :five choices 
o:f the boys and girls a.t.each grade level in each category .. 
·<_; 
Comparisons o:f interests can be seen among the three grades 
and between the girls and the boys., 
Most Popular Categories. 
Grade 4 
1., Man as a Social 
_Being 
2 .. Recre-ation 
3. Communication 
4o Industries and 
Commercial 
Pro duetS: 
5 .. Travel and Trans-
portation 
lo 
2e 
3., 
4o 
5o 
Bo:;y] 
Grade 5 
Man as a Social 
Be:l..ng 
Trav~l and Trans-
porta,tion • 
War 
The Earth 
Communication 
Grade 6 
lo Man as a. Social 
Being 
2 .. Tra. ve 1 and Trans-
. portation 
3o War 
4 .. Communication 
5 .. Animal Li:fe 
e 
-
Most Popular Categories (Concluded) 
Girls 
Grade 4 Grade 5 
1~ Communication 
2 .. ;Recreation 
1& Man as a Social 
Being 
3. Man as a Social 
. Being 
2o Communication 
3o Tb,e School. 
4. Industri~s and. Com-
mercial Products 
4. The Earth 
5 .. Recreation 
5. The School 
Least :P,opuJ.gr Categories 
'iroys 
Grade 4 
29.5o State.ments that 29. 
Do Not Imply 
Questions 30 .. 
29.5o Quest~ons that 
Suggest Riddles 3lo 
3lo Definitions of 32& 
Words and Phrases 
32 .. Art and Artists 
33 .. Questions that 33. 
Suggest Da-
dreaming 
Grade 4 
Grade 5 
Definition·s of 
Words and Phrases 
Questions that· 
Suggest Riddles 
Art and Artists 
Questions that 
Suggest Day-
dreaming 
Statements that 
Do Not Imply 
Questions 
Girls 
Grade 5 
Grade 6 
1 .. Communication 
2 .. Man as a Social. 
Being 
3. The School 
4. Problems of Per-
sonal and Social 
Adjustment 
5. Human Body 
29. 
30 .. 
31. 
32o 
33., 
Grade· a 
Music 
Questions that 
Suggest Riddles 
Reproduction . 
Statements ··that 
Do Not Imply 
Questions 
Questions that 
Suggest Day-
dreaming_ 
29~ Questions that 
Suggest Riddles 
30 .. Art and Artists 
31 .. Definitions of 
Words and Phrases 
29o Questions Involv- 29. 
ing Unknown Per- 30 .. 
sons or Places 31 .. 
Grade 6 
Arithmetic 
Art and Artists 
Statements that 
Do Not Imply 
32. statements that 
Dq Not Imply 
Questions 
33 .. Questions that 
Suggest Day-
dreaming 
30. Art and Artists 
3lo Definitions of 
Words and Pbras es 32 .. 
32 .. Statements that 
Do Not'Imply 33& 
Questions 
33., Questions that 
Suggest Day-
dreaming 
Questions . Questions that 
Suggest Riddles 
Questions that 
Suggest Day-
dreaming 
e 
-
TABLE XVII 
CATEGORIES IN WHICH INTEREST EXPRESSED THROUGH QUESTIONS 
GENERALLY INCREASED THROUGH TEll! .MIDDLE GRADES .. 
Categories 
A~~-~-o~omy , ... 
Distant Lari.ds and Peoples 
Earth-
Energy 
Human Body 
Problems of Personal and 
Social Adjustment 
Science · 
T:¢ave1. and Transportat~on 
War· .. 1 · -··· 
Percentage of Children Asking Q.ueetio:Q:a in Each Category 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 
5 .. 28 
4: .. 34 
4 .. ·22 
.. art 
3.15 
4 .. 74 
1.22 
3 .. 69 
3.41 
5.,88 
2 .. 4'7 
5.19 
1,,26 
3.68 
4 .. 60 
1.13 
4 .. 10 
5.04 
6~49 
4 .. 56 
5.,59 
1 .. 43 
5 .. 56 
7.09 
1 .. 81 
4 .. '75 
5 .. 99 
TABLE XVIII 
CATEGORIES IN WHICH INTEREST EXPRESSED THROUGH QUESTIONS 
GENERA.LLY DECREA,SED THROUGH TEE .MIDDLE GRADES .. 
Percentage of Children Asking 
.Categories _Questions in Each Category 
Grade 4 Grade 5 Grade 6 
American History and 
. Government 4.85 4 .. 74 3 .. 80 
Arithmetic .,85 .. 54 .. 31 
Geography of the United 
States and Its Territories 2 .. 29 2 .. 62 1 .. 43 
Industries and Commercial 
Products 8~54 7 .. 42 3 .. 91 
Local Community 2 .. 17 1 .. 30 1 .. 21 
Music 665 .. 69 .41 
Recreation 6 .. 34 4 .. 49 4 .. 40 
Reproduction of Animal Life .,86 .63 .. 30 
Tables XVII and XVIII indicate the increases and the de-
ereases 11 respectively, in boysu and girlst interests through 
I 
e 
e 
----, ___ _ 
' ' 
8lo 
the middle grades. The interest in Natural Sciences, particu-
larly i:p. The Earth, Astronomy, Energy, The Human Body, and 
Science - Miscellaneous rises steadilyo The sharpest increase 
is found :i.n Problems Concerning Personal and Social .Adjustment., 
In reference to those interestswhich show a decline, the 
Social Studies, particularly American History and Government, 
Geography of the United ~tates, Industry and Commercial Prod-
- I -
ucts, and The ·Local Community have the greatest decrease" 
There is a very low percentage in Reproduction at the 
sixth grade level, a level at which the interest might be ex-
pected to rate high. 
Some areas of interest show a fairly constant percentage~ 
Art, which is exceedingly low, and Man as a Social Being, which 
is particularly high~ 
QUESTIONS .FROM INDIA 
One member of the group working on tbis research project 
is a principal of a school in. India. Sixth-three girls !.n her 
school in Madura, Madras, submitted questions for thi.s study .. 
The average number of questions asked was 18.,5o 
Three categories were changed to meet their interests g 
American History and Gover.nme~t was changed to Indian History 
and Government; Geography of the United states was changed to 
Geograph.y of India; The Local Community referred to Madu.ras 
and its environse 
Madura is the second largest city in the state of ~adrasp 
. south India, with a population of 239, 144., It is the seat of 
Tamil literature and an important center of Dravidian culture .. 
It is one of the important industrial and commercial cen= 
ters of South India. Sip.ce it :i..s a "Temple City, u sacred to 
-
the Hindus 8 hundreds of devout pilgrims from all over India 
visit the local Meenakshi Temple every year .. 
People a.re cosmopolitan, representing diverse castes» 
creeds, and varied economic status groups~ Hindus~ Moslems, 
Tains, and Christians live together in great amity. Great 
industrialists, large-scale businessmen9 petty shop-kaepers 9 
weaversi metal workers, artisans., mechanics. factory hands, .ia.~ 
borers, and the learned professions like d.octors:Jl la.'Wyers 8 and 
teachers represent the classification of the people according 
to. occupations .. 
Children who attend schools are drawn from highly eul...;. 
tured and well~educated families, hard-working thrifty middle 
class groups, and also from poor labor class sections .. 
Two schools were given the chance to send in their ques-
tions about things the children want to know about their worldo 
Children asking questions classified according to classes~ 
Class 5 (Grade 5) 
Form I (Grade 6) 
Total 
30 Girls 
33 1t 
-
-
63 Girls 
They are grouped together for the sake of convenience· and be= 
cause of the small number eonaerneda 
e 
e 
TABLE XIX 
VARYING NUMBER OF QUESTIONS ASKED BY TBE GIRLS 
IN 'GRADES FIVE AND SIX IN MADURA, MADRAS, INDIA 
No& of 
Pupi~s 
No., o:f Asking 
Ques .. Q.ues .. 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
t7 
J.8 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
1 
1 
4 
2 
2 
1 
.,., 
5 
5 
6 
1 
10 
l 
4 
3 
l 
2 
Noa o:f 
Ques .. 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
Total 
41' 
42 
Nb .. o:f 
Pupils 
Asking 
Quesa 
l 
2 
1 
1 
1 
1 
-63 
83o 
Table XIX indicates the varying number o:f questions asked 
by the individual pupils in the .investigat1on carried on l.n 
India .. 
No girl :from the group asked less than eight questions. 
Ten pupils asked twenty questions each.. The greatest numher 
o:f questions asked by any one pupil was :forty-two. 
I 
' 
TABLE XX 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF QUESTIONS ASK:ED BY TBE 
GIRLS IN EACH OF THE MAJOR CATEGORIES .. 
categories 
Social Studies 
1.. Man as a Social Being 
2 .. History and Government of India 
3 .. Communication 
4 .. Travel and Transportation 
5 .. Inventions 
6 .. Geography of India 
7.. Distant Lands and Peoples 
8. Indus tries and Commercial Products 
9" Local Community 
10 .. Recreation 
11 .. War 
No.of' 
Ques .. 
38 
270 
17 
24 
77 
127 
193 
93 
49 
1 
Per 
Cent 
3 .. 25 
23o10 
1 .. 45 
2o05 
6 .. 59 
10 .. 86 
16 .. 51 
'7o96 
4ol9 
o09 
Sub-total 889 ?6 .. 05 
Science 
12., Animal Life 
13., The Ruman Body 
14 .. Reproduction 
15 .. Plant Life 
16., The Earth 
17., Weather and Climate 
18 .. Astronomy 
l9o Energy 
20 .. Science - Miscellaneous 
Other Areas 
2lo Music 
22 .. 'Arithmetic 
23 .. Art and Artists 
Sub-total 
24o Definitions of Words and Phrases 
259 Miscellaneous 
26o School 
27~ Problems of Personal and Social 
Adjustment 
28 .. Personal to the Inquirer 
29• Statements that Do Not ImpJ.y 
Questions 
4 
42 
32 
11 
5 
5 
lO 
109 
2 
20 
34 
4 
89 
1 
.,34 
3 .. 59 
2 .. 74 
.. 94 
o43 
.. 17 
1o7l 
2 .. 91 
.. 34 
•tt .,.61 
o09 
I 
' 
30 .. 
31 .. 
3-2 .. 
33 .. 
TABLE XX ( C.oncluded) 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF QUESTIONS AS RED BY TEE 
GIRLS IN EACH OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
Categories No.of Ques .. 
; 
Questions .Involving Unlolown 
Persons or Places 10 Questions that Suggest Riddles 6 Questions that Suggest Daydreaming 
Unintelligible 5 
Sub-total 1'71 
Grand Total 1169 
85. 
Per 
·cent 
.86 
.. 51 
.,. 
.43 
14 .. 63 
Table XX shows that the greatest interest of these s~ty­
three girls is in the category of Social Studies with a total 
of '76 .. 05 per aent.. Sohool and Problems of' Personal and Social 
Adjustment have considerably iower appeal., The pupils are 
obviously uninterested in Art$ Music and•Aritbmetic inasmuch 
as there Were no questions asked in these areas.. The per-
centages in Gertain phases o:f the· Natural Sciences are lim.ited 
I 
or nilo These are Animal. Life, Weather and Climate, Energ:y', 
~stro:nGllJ.Y:a and Reproduction\ 
TABLE JO(I 
NOJ.VIBER AND PER CENT OF GIRI.S ASKING 
QUES':CION8 IN EACH OF TEE MAJOR CATEGORIES 
Catego!iies 
Social Studies 
1<> Man as a Soeiai Being 
2., His tory an.d Government of' India . 
3. Communication 
"·4,. Travel and TranspQ'rtat:ton 
No.,.; of' 
Pupils 
27 
57 
14 
15 
Per 
Cent 
42 .. 86 
90 .. 48 
22.22 
23 .. 81 
I 
' 
TABLE XXI (Concluded) 
-NUMBER AND PER CENT OF GIRLS ASKING 
QUESTIONS IN EACH OF THE. MAJ"OR CATEGORIES 
Categories 
5~ Inventions 
6. Geography of India 
7. Distant Lands andPeoples 
8. Induatries and Commercial Products 
9 .. Local Community 
10 .. Recreat:ion 
llo War 
Science 
12. Animal Life 
13. The Human Body 
14.- Reproduction 
15. Plant Life 
16. The Earth 
17. Weather and Climate 
18. Astronomy 
19 .. Energy 
20.Science- Miscellaneous 
Other Areas 
21. Music 
22. Arithmetic 
23. Art·and Artists 
24. Definitions of Words and Phrases 
25. Miscellaneous 
26 .. School 
27. Problems o.:f Personal and Social 
Adjustment 
28. Personal to the Inquirer 
2~. Statements that Do Not Imply 
Questions 
30. Questions Involving Unknown 
Persons or.Places 
31. Questions that Suggest Riddles 
32. Questions that Suggest Daydreaming 
33. Unintelligible 
No .. of 
Pupils 
31 
46 
49 
19 
19 
l 
3 
15 
13 
8 
4 
4 
6 
2 
13 
21 
4 
20 
l 
9 
4 
3 
Per 
Cent 
49.21 
73 .. 02 
77 .. 78 
30.16 
30 .. 16 
1 .. 59 
4a76 
13.81 
20.63 
12 .. 70 
6.,35 
3 .. 1'7 
20.63 
33.33 
6 .. 35 
31.75 
1 .. 59 
14 .. 29 
6.35 
4.76 
86. 
Table XXI indicates that mere pupils asked questions 
classified as History and Government of India than any other 
category, :for 90.48 per cent of the girls had questions in this 
I 
I 
8'7. 
category. A keen interest is also shown in Distant Lands and 
-
Peoples with a per cent of' '17 .. 78 of the girls and the Geography 
of India with a 73e02 per cente 
There were no pupils who asked questions on War, Reproduc-
tion, Astronomy, Music, Aritbmetic 3 or Art and Artists. 
Comments on the Questions Asked 
le T·he Indian children ask the greatest number of ques-
tions about their country and their leaders. 
2. They also ask many questions about distant. lands and 
peoples. 
3. Next in order comes their interest in the geography of 
their country. 
4. Their questions concerning industries and commercial 
products are not so varied as those asked by the 
American children~ 
5 .. Questions directed personally to the inquirer are also 
greater in number from the Indian children than from 
the American children .. 
6. Their questions about inventions and comm:unications do 
not include anything about television which has not 
yet came to India. 
7 • .Just one question is asked by them under the category 
of recreation. 
8. They do not ask any questions about war9 astronomy, 
music 9 arithmetic, and arts and artists. 
Sample Questions Asked by Children 
I. Man.as a Social Being 
A. How did the first man originate1 
B. Who first thought. of medicine'? 
C. Who dis covered the s ea.-route to India 1 
I 
II. Indian History and Government 
E. How did people live in the Vedic Age? 
F& What do the colours in our flag stand for? 
G .. Why is Asoka called n tb.e Ascetic King?tt 
Io In Whose memory was the Taj Mahal built? 
J. Why do we vote? 
K. How did the Greek Invasion benefit India? 
III. Communication 
A .. How did letters originate'? 
B. How do we print books? 
D. How are photographs taken? 
E. What is the use of telephone? 
F. Is a common language necessa~y for the whole 
world? 
IV. Travel and Transportation 
Be How are airplanes .constructed? 
C. Waterways and land routes - which are better? 
v. Inventions 
A. Who invented the steam engine? 
D .. What did the Wright Brothers invent? 
VI o Geography of India 
A. What is the size of India? 
B.. What are the main divisions . of India'? 
88. 
D.. Why are the Himalayas covered w1 th et.ernal snow'? 
E. What are the rivers of the North? 
Fa Why is Bombay called the ttGateway of India'?tt 
VII. Distant Lands and Peoples 
A. Why do they build skyscrapers in New York'? 
B. Why is Tibet called the ttRoof of the World'?n 
c .. VV'hy does Tibet have a cold climate? 
D .. In what· direction is Ceylon from India? 
F .. Why is the Amazon Basin densely forest&d? 
Go How do they harvest wheat in America? 
VIIIo Industries and Commercial Products 
A. 1 .. Where do they grow oDanges? 
2. How do we manufacture cloth? 
4 .. How do they manufacture cement? 
5 .. HoW is paper made? 
6 o How are pencils made? 
e 
e 
7e How are needl~s made? 
8o How do they manufacture rubber goods? 
10 .. How are plastic dolls made? 
IX. The Local Co:r:m:nunity 
Who built the Meenakshi Temple 1n Madura'? 
:X: .. Recreation 
What are the different kinds of games? 
XI .. War 
No que~tions ~~ked. 
XII.. Animal L1fe 
}3, Does the· sparrow··taact- her young to bathe? 
D.. Why are s ()!ne snakes green? 
XIII~ The Ruman Body 
A., Row is the food we eat digested? 
c .. Is milk a complete food? 
D .. Why do we get headaches?· 
F., Row are physical exercis.es beneficial to the 
body? 
XIV .. Reproduction 
No questions asked .. 
XV.. Plant Life 
Bo Why do flowers fade? 
Do What are the different kinds of citrus trees? 
Eo Why are mangoes sweet? 
XVI. The Earth 
B .. Who discovered that the earth is round1 
B9 .. 
Oo Why is it hot around the earth along the equator? 
Do Row did the mountains came into existence? 
E .. Why do we have volcanoes? 
_F .. :S:ow are minerals formed? 
XVII .. Weather and Climate 
A .. How does climate change according to altitude and 
latitude? 
D& How is rain caused? 
--
' 
XVIII .. Astronomy 
No questions askedo 
XIX., Energy 
B~ Why are eleetric plants built near waterfalls? 
XX. Science - Miscellaneous 
What are the uses of electricity? 
XXI-XXIII.. Music, Ar:ttl:metic, Art and Artists 
No questions askedo 
XXIVe Definitions of Words 
What is a temple? 
XXV .. Miscellaneous · 
How is money order sent? 
XXVI .. School 
Ce What .is the good of studying home economics at 
school'? 
H·o Where did school start f:'Lrst1 
J: .. What are aided schools? 
XXVII. Problems of Personal.an.d Social Adjustment 
Co Who is God? Can. we see Him face to face? 
D .. Can I go to America? 
XXVIII .. Pe-rsonal - to the Inquirer 
Have you been to Paris? 
XXIX .. Statements 
I want to go to Kurtallam Falls .. 
90 .. 
' 
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COMPARISONS WITH THE BAKER STUDY 
The purpose of this research project What Children Want 
to Know About Their World was to determine exactly and specifi-
cally just what questions children in grades fom .. 3 five, and six. 
would like to have answered about their world today, compared 
w~th the questions children asked a decade ago in a similar 
study made by Emily v .. Bakera 3 
Baker's investigation was made in sixteen cities in widely 
scattered geographic areas of the United States, with 1~531 
children participating from grades three, .four, five and six., 
The present study was carried on in nine cities and towns in 
New Hampshire and Massachusetts, with 4,740 children partici-
pating from grades four, five and ·six .. 
The average number of questions subm:ftted to Baker was 
6. 06 while in this study the average number was 11 .. 4?, repre-
senting an increase of 5o41 questions per pupil. 
No comparisons have been made between the percentages of 
questions asked by the boys and girls in the two studies be-
cause Baker had classified some 400 questions in mqre than one 
categoryo The present study placed no question i;n more than 
one category .. 
Baker, .£E.e .£&• 
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TABIE XXII 
e COMPARISONS BETWEEN TEE BAKim STUDY AND TEE PRESENT STUDY OF MAIN CATEGORIES AND PER CENT OF CHILDREN IN GRADES 
e 4;, 5, AND 6 WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
categories 
Boys Girls Total 
Baker Present Baker Present Baker Present 
-.....~ .. 
Man as a Social Bei:qg 19 .. 23 45 .. 44 29~37 44 .. 93 24o23 45 .. 16 
American History and 
Government 16 .. 90 29 .. 07 20.,50 31 .. 51 18 .. 68 30,.37 
Communication 18 .. 19 37 .. 20 26.,72 49 .. 38 22 .. 40 43 .. 19 
Travel and Trans-
portation 23 .. 87 37.~40 17 .. 72 21 .. 21 20o84 29 .. 40. 
Inventions 9 .. 29 16.,28 12 .. 30 16~16 10 .. 78 16ol9 · 
G~ography of the 1J .. s~ ,1-. 
and Its Territories . 5 .. 42 15.,54 7 .. 28 l7c.74 6 .. 34 16 .. 61. 
D~stant,Lands and 
Peoples 8 .. 13 21 .. 95 11..90 26 .. 17 9 .. 99 24 .. 02 
Indus trie~ and Com-
mercial Products 22 .. 06 27 .. 03 25.93 31 .. 64 23 .. 9? 28 .. 87 
The Local Connnunity 3.,35 10 .. 37 3 .. 97 . 11 .. 76 3 .. 66 1lo05 
Recreation 8 .. 13 31.,53 9 .. 39 35 .. 23 8 .. 75 33.,35 . 
wail 23 .. 87 34o86 19 .. 71 27 .. 32 21 .. 82 31 .. 13 
Animal Life 31.,74 30 .. 95 34.92 30.10 33 .. 31 30 .. 52 
The Human Body 10 .. 58 22 .. 8? 15 .. 87 29 .. 93 13 .. 19 26 .. 32 
Reproduction of 
Animal Life 3.,8? 3.,79 5 .. 29 ? .. 10 4.57 5. 44' 
Plant Life 15 .. 23 16 .. 16 19 .. 05 21 .. 98 1? .. 11 19 .. 23. 
The Earth 18 .. 58 30 .. 70 21..83 35 .. 31 20 .. 18 32 .. 96 
Weather and Climate 13 .. 94 18 .. 07 15.,08 22 .. 49 14 .. 50 20 .. 41 
Astronomy. 10 .. 84 30 .. 82 11"38 31 .. 34 llolO 31 .. 03 
Energy 13 .. 81' 11.95 14 .. 02 9 .. 58 13 .. 91 10 .. 77 
Science-Miscellaneous 3 .. 87 12.54 3.17 10 .. 18 3 .. 53 11 .. 37 
Music 2 .. 45 4.33 7 .. 14 6 .. 63 4 .. 77 5.,46 
Arithmetic 1 ... 55 9.04 3 .. 97 5 .. 30· 2 .. 74 5.,16 
Art and Artists lol6 2.29 2.,65 3 .. 68 1 .. 89 2o97 
Definitions of Words 
and Phrases 1 .. 03 3 .. 54 2 .. 25 3.,85 1..63 3o26 
:Miscellaneous 1 .. 03 7o91 1 .. 46 23 .. 51 1 .. 24 20 .. 67 
The School 18 Q :45 26 .. 32 26.,98 40.;74 22 .. 66 33 .. 43 
' 
·Problems of Personal 
.. and Social Adjustment 5 .. 29 21.,07 12 .. 70 35 .. 91 8 .. 95 28.,39 
Personal to the 
Inquirer 1 .. 42 8 .. 75 3 .. 44 l2o78 2 .. 42 l0e93 
statements that Do Not 
Impl:v Q.uestions. 2 .. 19 2e42 .. 66 2 .. 22 1644 2o3l 
e 
e 
' 
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TABLE. XXII (Concluded) 
COMPARISONS BETWEIDI TEE BAKER STUDY AND TEE PRESENT STUDY OF 
MAIN CATEGORIES AND PER CENT OF CHILDREN IN GRADES_ 
4, 5, AND 6 WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
Categories 
Questio~s Involving 
Unknown Persons or 
Places 
Questions that Sug-
gest Riddles 
Questions that Sug-
g,est Daydreaming 
Unintelligible 
Boys Girls Total 
Baker Present Baker Present Baker Present 
1~29 4.54 1.98 4&66 1.63 4.58 
.. 65 2 .. 96 • 40 3 .. 93 0 52 3.·43 
.,26 1 .. 29 .. 66 .. 43 .. 46 .. 86 
? .48 16 .. 20 8.20 10.,47 7.85 13 .. 36 
Table ~II compares the percent of the total number of 
children in Baker's study and in the present study who asked 
questions in each category .. 
The present study shows a percentage increase in alm.o&t all 
categories. This means that the children have interest in more 
categories than they had ten years ago.. The children in the 
present study askedmore questions on the average~ per pupil, than 
in the Baker study. In the Baker study 33.31 per cent was the 
highest percentage of pupils asking at least one question in a 
category.. The present study shows that 45 .. 16 per cent of all 
the children participating asked at least one question in a 
given categoryo · The category Animal Life, in which Baker had 
33e3l per cen~ and the category ~ergy were the only catego-
ries in which the Baker pupil interest exceeded that of' the 
present study.. In the category Problems of' Pers()nai and Social 
Adjustment the Baker study showed 8.95 per cent of all parti-
e 
e 
' 
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cipants asking at least 'one question. In the ;rresent st~dy 
28~39 per cent asked questions in this particular category .. 
In the category Recreation the present study showed an interest 
of' 33.35 per cent of the children to Baker's 8.75 per cent .. 
~ 
So.me of this interest may be accounted for by the nearness to 
the Christmas holidays_ when this present study was carried on. 
TABLE JQCIII 
COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE BA.RER STUDY AND THE PRESENT STUDY ON 
THE RANK OF TEE :MAJOR CATEGORIES ON THE BASIS OF THE NUMBER 
OF BOYS AND 'GIRLS: WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH CATEGORY 
categories 
M~·· as ;-a Social Being 
~er~9an History and 
Govel'I:lltlent 
Communication 
Travel and Transportation 
Inventions · 
Geography of the U~S .. and 
Its Territories 
Distant Lands and Peoples 
Industries and Commercial 
Products 
The Local.Connnunity 
Recreation 
War 
Animal Life 
The Human Body 
Reproduction of Animal Life 
Plant Life 
The Earth 
Weather and Climate 
Astronomy 
Energy 
Science ~.Miscellaneous 
Music 
Arithmetic 
Art and Art is ts 
Definitions of Words and 
Phrases 
Miscellaneous 
Boys Girls Total 
Pre- Pre~ Pre• 
Bake:r sent Bak-er llent Baker sent 
5 
9 
8 
2,5 
15 
19 
16.5 
4 
23 
16 .. 5 
2 .. 5 
l 
14 
21 .. 5 
10 
6 
11 
13 
12 
21.5 
24 
26 
29 
30 .. 5 
30 .. 5 
1 
9 
3 
2 
17 
20 
13 
10 
23 
5 
4 
6 
12 
28 
19 
8 
15 
7 
22 
21 
27 
25 
32 
29 
16 
2 
7 
4 
10 
15 
20 
16 
5 
23 .. 5 
18 
8 
1 
11 
22 
9 
6 
'12 
17 
13 
26 
21 
23 .. 5 
27 
28 
30 
1 2 
7 9 
11 5 
17' 7 
19 '15 
18 20 
13 16 
6 3 
21 23 
5 18 
12 6 
9 1 
10 13 
25 22 
16 10 
14 8 
15 11 
8 14 
24 12 
23 24 
26 21 
27 25 
31 27 
30 28 .. 5 
14 31. 
1 
9 
2 
10 
19 
18 
14 
11 
22 
4 
6 
8 
13 
26 
17 
5 
16 
7 
23 
21 
25 
27 
31 
29 
15 
' 
I 
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TABLE XXIII (Concluded) 
COMPARISONS BETWEEN THE BAKER STUDY AND TEE PRESENT STuDY ON 
THE RAN1t OF THE MAJOR CATEGORIES ON TEE BASIS OF THE NUMBER 
OF BOY3 AND GIRLS WHO ASKED QUESTIONS IN EACH C~TEGORY 
Boys Girls Total 
Categories Pre- P:t'e- Pre-
Baker sent Baker sent Baker sent 
The School 7 ll 3 2 4 3 
Problems of Personal and 
So a ial Adjustment 20 14 14 - 3 17 12 
Person~l to the Inquirer 
Statements that Do Not 
27 24 25 20 26 24 
. Imply- Questions .. _25 31 3lo5 . 52 30 32 Questions Involving Un-
known Persons or Places 28 2Q 29 28 28o5 28 Questions that Suggest 
Riddles 32 30 33 29 32 30 Questions that Suggest 
53 Dayd.reammg 33 33 3lo5 33 33 
Unintelligible 18 18 19 22 19 20 
Interesting in this t~ble is the difference in rar.ik in 
some of the categories over a period of ten years'o Baker's 
stud;y ranked the category Animal Life as number one, while the 
present study ranks the category Man as a Social Being as num= 
ber one. ·. The present study ranks Indus tries and Commercial 
l£oduo~s as number ~leven, while Bakerss study ranked it thirdo 
A deoided i.noJ;tease in interest in the category Recreation is 
Shown, the present study ranking it fourth to Bakerts rank of 
-
eighteenth. The categories Animal Life, Plant Life~ Weather 
'• 
Wd .ftt.ilT.I~t~, S_o~en(}e _- Miscellaneous~ and Enersy show a de-
crease of interest in the past ten years. The category 
Astronomz shows an increase in interesto All other categories 
rank about the same o 
e 
e 
• 
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CHAPTER V 
81J1\IIlii[ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The purpose of this study was (l) to determine from the 
questions of children in grades four, five, and six what boys 
and girls today want .to know about. their world, (2) to analyze 
these questions by placing them in categories, (3) to deter-
mine the frequency of·questions in the categories according to 
sex, (4) to find the' per cent of questions in each category in 
relation to the total numbe::t:> of questions asked, (5) to deter-
mine the proportion of pupil response in each category in re-
lation to the total number of pupils in the investigation, 
(6).to compare all findings in this study with those of the 
Bakerl study to see if childrents questions, freely written, 
have changed in ten years, and (7) to determine the implica-
tions, if any, children's questions might have on curriculum 
building today. 
To car:ry out the investigation, instruction sheets were 
sent .to :representative cities and towns in which this study 
was to be given. This instruction sheet gave directions on 
how to get child:ren to write spontaneous questions on What 
Children Want to Know About Their World& 
~aker, £E.· ~· 
-96-
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In order to determine from the responses of 4,7 40 fourth~ 
fifth, and sixth grade children under investigation just what 
they want to k:how about their world today in comparison with 
the Emily v. Baker study of a decade ago:> the same thirty-three 
major categories and 128 sub-categories as set up in the Baker 
study were used in the present analysis. 
The ~;7 40 children asked a total of 54p389 questions .. 
This was an average of 11.47 questions per pupil. There was a 
wide range on individual papers from the child who asked 58 
questions to some who asked none. 
The 54,389 questions were classified under thirty-three 
major categories ;:ts set up by Baker. These categories are as 
follows: 
I .. Man as a Social 'Being 
II • .American History and Government 
III. Communication 
IV. Travel and Transportation 
v. Inventions 
VI .. Geography of the United States and Its Territories 
VII. Distant Lands and Peoples 
VIII .. Industries and Commercial Products 
IX .. The Local Community 
X .. Recreation 
XI. War 
XII. Animal Life 
XIII. The Ruman Body 
XIV. Reproduction·of Animal Life 
XV. Plant Life 
XVI. The Earth 
XVIIo Weather and Climate 
XVIII. Astronomy 
XIX. Energy 
xx .. Science - Miscellaneous 
XXI. Music 
XXII. Arithmetic 
XXIII. Art and Artists 
XXIV. Definitions of Words and Phrases 
XXV. ~scellaneous 
• 
.XXVI~ The School 
XXVII.. Problems of Personal and Social Adjustment 
XXVIII .. Personal - to the Inquirer 
XXIX .. Statements that Do Not Imply Questions 
XXX. ·Questions Involving Unknown Persons or Places 
98~ 
XXXI •. Questions that Suggest Riddles the Children May Have 
in Mind · 
XXXII. Questions that Suggest'Daydreaming 
XXXIII.. Unintelligible Questions 
The first eleven categories were considered to be in the 
general area of Social Studieso ·The next nine, categories XI 
through XX, were classified as Scienceo The remaining thirteen 
categories did not lend themselves to any larger classification 
scheme .. 
In the total number of questions asked by both boys and 
girls, 49o23 per cent of all questions fell in the categories 
classified as Social Studies, 27.95 per cent in the categories 
of §cience, and 11.31 per cent in the two areas of The School 
and Probiems of Personal and Social Adjustment.. Boys asked 
5lo59 per cent and girls, 46o94 per cent of the 26j780 ques-
tions in Social Studies. In the field of Science boys asked 
28.47 per cent and girls, 27o43 per cent of the 15~915 que~­
tions .. However, in questions concerning The School and Prob-
lems of Personal and Social Adjustment, girls asked 14o00 per 
cent of their questions in this area as against the 8o58 per 
cent asked by the boys .. 
Interest in the Social Studies was evidenced by the pro-
portion of the total number of children who asked questions in 
those categories. Man as a Social Being had questions from 
45.16 per cent, Communication, 43ol9 per cent, and War, 3lol3 
e 
e. 
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per cent. However, there was a lack of interest in other 
phases of the Social Studies with only 16.61 per cent of the 
children asking questions on the Geography of the United States 
' 
and 11.05 per cent of the children asking questions on ~ 
Local Community. 
Questions that were classified in the category of Man as 
a Social Be.ing ranked as the main interest of both the boys 
and girls. More boys t than girls t questions were classified 
in the categories of War, Communication, and Travel and Trans-
portation. On the other .hand, the girls were concerned with 
. f 
questions that were classified in the categories of Industries 
and Commercial Products,. The School, and Problems of Personal 
and Social Adjustment. 
In the analysis of questions according to grades, it was 
found that in grade four both boys and girls had relatively the 
same degree of interest .in Social Studies with boys asking 
53.36 per cent, and girls, 50.56 per cent of their questions in 
this area. There is also a common interest in Science, for 
25.35 per cent of the boys t questions and 2 4. 45 per cent of the 
girls' questions were in this field. In The School and Problems 
of Personal and Social Adjustment, boys asked ?.46 of their 
questions whereas girls asked 12.66 per cent • 
In grade five the highest interest was in Social Studies, 
with 51.4i per cent of the boys' questions and 47.66 oft~ 
girls r questions in this area.. In the field of Science, the .. 
boys and girls ranked closely with 28.83 per cent of the boyst 
•• 
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questiOlJ.S. and 27.24 per cent ·of the girls t in this area. As 
in grade ·four, the girls asked more questions in the area of 
The School and Problems of Personal and Social Adjustment. 
The per cent of the girls' questions was 4.42 higher than that 
of the boys. 
In grade six there was no longer a common interest in 
Social Studies. The boys asked 51.01 per cent o·f their ques-
tions in this area, the girls only 42.09 per cent. However, 
there was. a common interest in Science., With boys asking 31.,20 
per cent of the questions and g-irls) 29.91 per cent. Again, 
as in grades four and five, the girls' interest in The School 
and Problems of Personal and Social Ad.justment was higher than 
that of the boys, for 16.23 per cent of the girlsf questions 
were in this area in contrast to the 9.74 per cent of the boyar 
questions. 
Critical ratios were computed to deter.mine if there were 
any statistically significant differences between boys and 
girls in the number of questions they asked in the gen~ral 
areas of Social Studies and Science. 
Grade ~ .£& In Favor of 
4 Social Studies 1.07 Boys 
5 Social Studies 1.56 Boys-
6 Social Studies 3.40 Boys 
4 Science .39 Boys 
5 Science .75 Boys 
6 Science .53 Boys 
With 3.00 taken as the level of significance, the only 
statistically significant difference between boys and gi~ls was 
in grade six in the number of questions asked in Social Studi~So 
e 
e 
• 
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It is interesting to note,., however, that in all grades in both 
general areas any differences that there were favored the boyso 
Many interests ran consistently through grades four, five 
and six. On the basis of the number of questions asked and on 
the basis of the percentage of children who asked questions in 
the major categories?· it was found which categories ranked in 
the upper third, middle third, and lower third in the tb.ree 
grades. I 
Categories which fell in the upper third in grades four, 
five, and six were: 
Man as a Social Being 
Communication 
Earth 
Animal Life 
Astronomy 
American.H:tstory and Government 
Travel and Transportation 
The School 
Categories which fell in tpe middle third in grades four, 
five, and six were: 
Distant Lands and Peoples 
Plant Life 
Geography of the United States and Its Territories 
Inventions 
Science - Miscellaneous 
Categories which fell in the lower third in grades four, 
five, and six were: 
Repro duct ion of Animal Life 
Arithmetic 
Music 
Questions Involving Unknown Persons and Places 
Definitions of Words and Phrases 
Art and Artists 
Questions that Suggest Daydreaming 
Questions that Suggest Riddles 
:->· ·t"n UntversftY 
~uuol of Education 
Library 
e 
-
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In grades four-" five, and six the interest in Natural 
Sciences, particularly The Earth, Astronomy, Ene~gy, The Human 
Body, and Science - Miscellaneous rose steadily. The sharpest. 
increase was found in Problems Concerning Personal and Social 
Ad.justment. There was a decline of interest in Social Studies, 
,Particularly in American History and Governnient, Geography of 
the United States and Its Territories., Industries and Commer-
cial Products. 9.nd. The Local Community., Throughout the t]Jree 
· .... ,.1 
grades there was a particularly high interest in Man as a 
Social Being and exceedingly low interest in Art andA:t>tists 
and Music . 
.In a comparison of the present study with that madeby 
Baker,2 it was found that the number o.t questions asked per 
child had increased from 6.06 to llo47, an increase of 5o41 
questions per child. In every category in the Social Studies 
area the percentage of children· asking questions exceeded that 
of the Baker study. However, in each of the categories in the 
other areas the percentage of children asking questions was 
nearly equal. The largest percentage of pupils asking ques= 
tions in any one category in the Baker study was 33.31 per 
cent, whereas in the present study the largest percentage was 
45.16. In the Baker study, the category Animal Life in the 
field of Science ranked .first, but in the present study the 
category Man as a Social Being in the Social Studies area 
ranked first. In the past ten years the categories of Animal 
2Baker, ££· cit., p. 130. 
.... 
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Life: Plant Life, Weathe~ and Climate have shown a decrease of 
interest,· and the category of Astronomy has shown an increase 
of interest. 
I:tnplications 
The number and character of the questions examined in this 
study suggest certain considerations for further study, analysis; 
and action. 
1. Since more than fifty per cent of the children asked 
questions in Social Studies, should this mean anything 
in time allotments for the Social Studies? 
2. Why is there such a, lack of interest in local and 
national affairs, both past and present? Where are 
the teachers of Social Studies failing? 
While some might say that questions in this area are 
not natural for nine-to-eleven-year-olds, children in 
some towns·. and cities asked man:y questions along this 
line, but in other towns, there were scarcely any. 
3. Why do girls at the s·ixth grade level ask significantly 
fewer questions in Social Studies than do boys? Is 
the school responsible? Can girlst interests be 
strengthened? 
4 .. In this study 28 per cent of the children had personal 
problem questions which they would like to have 
answered. Are the schools doing anything for these 
children? 
5o In this study of 4,740 children's questions, 33 chil-
104. 
dren wrote no questions at all. Others ranged up to 
36 questions, and one paper had 5Q. Are there any 
factors in the school situation that tend to discourage 
the development of a questioning mind or attitude? 
I -
APPENDIX 
I 
•' 
' 
107. 
NUMBER AND ~ER !GEN'L' OF QDESTI ONS ASKED· IN TBE MAIN 
CATEGORIES AND SUB~CATEGORIES IN GRADE 4 
Main and Sub-Categories 
I. MAN AS A SOCIAL BEil"{G 
A,. History of Man 
B. Early Adjustment to 
Environment 
C. Expansion of Social 
Development 
D. Social Progress 
E. Dress 
F,. Money and the Means 
of Exchange 
G .. Safety 
If· Miscellaneous 
Total 
II. AMERICAN HISTORY AND 
GOVE:llNMENT 
A* Discovery and Early 
Explorations 
B .. Indians 
C .. Colonial Life 
D .. The Pilgrims 
Ea -Pi.oneer Life .. 
F .. National Development 
G .. Leaders 
H ~ Wars, Other Than 
World Wars I and II 
I. Monuments _ 
;r .. Problems of Citi-
zenship 
K. Miscellaneous 
Total 
III* OOMMUNICATIONS 
Boys. 
(7732) 
No .. of Per Ques. ·Cent 
109 
118 
1.24 
89 
7·· 
82 
13 
55 
-597 7 .. 72 
56· 
76 
3 
ll 
15 
56 
119 
16 
11 
14 
38 
-
415 
A~ History ~f Language 87 
B.. Systems and Means 
of Recording 203 
c .. Records of Time 79 
Do Photography 27 
Girls 
(8183) 
No;of' Per Qnes .. Cent 
98 
89 
155 
77 
24 
66. 
10 
78 
Total 
. (15~ 915) 
No;of' Per~ 
Queso Cent 
207 
207 
279 
166 
31 
148 
23 
J.33 
597 7 o30 1194 7 o50 
41 
40 
16 
11 
f) 
7.5 
. 134 
7 
10 
4 
14 
357 
125 
209 
155 
49 
97· 
116 
19 
22 
20 
131 
253 
23 
21 
18 
52 
772 
212 
412 
234 
'76 
4.85 
,108. 
GRADE 4 (Continued) 
I Boys Girls Total (7732) (8183) (15,915) 
Main and Sub-Ga tegories No,of Per No .. of Per No .. of Per_ 
Ques .. Cent Ques .. Cent Ques .. Cent 
III .. COMMUNICATIONS (Cont.) 
Eo Modern Means of 
Go:mm.unioation 91 105 196 
F. MiscellaneOus 13 15 28 
----
~
Total 500 6 .. 4? 658 8.,04 1158 7.28 
IVa TRAVEL AND TRANS-
PORTATION 
A. Early Means of . 
Travel 16 4 20 
B. Modern Means of 
Travel 336 1.59 495 
c. Miscellaneous . 44 28 72 
- -Total 396 5 .. 12 191 2 .. 33 58~ 3.,69 
v. INVENTIONS 
A. Person or Persons 
Responsible for 
the Invention 170 43 213 
B. Time at Which the 
Invention was Made 6 l 7 
c .. Edison as an In-
vent or 2 5 .,., 
D. Miscellaneous 4 8 12 
- -
........,.,.._ 
Total 1.82 2o35 5'7 .. 70 239 1.50 
VI .. GEOGRAPHY O:F TEE u.s .. 
AND ITS TERaiTORIES 
A .. Size of the United 
States 8 8 16 
' 
Bo Divisions of the 
Unite d. States 18 27 45 
a~ Distances Within 
the u· .. s .. and Between 
Its Territories 20 28 48 
D. Climate 4 5 9 
E .. ~hysical Features 26 26 52 
Fe Miscellaneous 48 47 95 
109. 
GRADE 4 ( Continued) 
I .Boys Girl~ Total (7732) (8183) (15,915) Main and Sub-Categories No.of' Per No~o.f Per No:of' Per'" 
Q.ues .. Cent Ques .. Gent Ques. Cent 
VI. GEOGRAPHY OF TEE U.S~ 
AND ITS TERRITORIES 
(Continued) 
G. National Parks 3 2 5 
H. Facts on the Po pula-
tion 19 15 34 
I. Cities o.f the UaSe 34 26 
_.§Q 
-Total 180 2.33 184 2.25 364 2.29 
VII. DISTANT LANDS AND 
PEOPLES 
A. The People 140 274 414 
B~ Natural Divisions and. 
Physical Features 39 37 76 
c. The Climate 10 4 14 
D. Location of Lands 14 21 35 
E. Distance of Lands 25 20 45 
F. Wildlife 8 11 J.9 
G. Miscellaneous 38. 50 ~· 
-
Total '274 3.54 . 417 5.10 691 4 .. 34 
VII!. INDUSTRIES AND COM-
MERI{;IAL PRODUCTS 
A. The product 629 711 1340 
B. The Producer-His Life 
and Problems 12 8 20 
-
Total 641 8o29 719. 8 .. 79 1360 8.54 
IX. TEE WCAL COMMuNITY 
Total 197 2 .. 55 149 1.82 346 2 .. 17 
' 
x. RECREATION 
.A. Games and Sp()rts 100 42 1:42 
B. Toys and Hobbies 20 16 36 
c. Holidays 231 500. 731 • 
D. Fairs, Carnivals and 
Circuses 51 36 87 
E .. Miscellaneous 5 8 13 
- -Total 407 5 .. 26 602 7.36 1009 6 .. 34 
110. 
GRADE 4 (Continued) 
' 
Boys Girls Total 
(7732) (8183) (15.,915) 
Main and Sub-Categories No .. of' Per No.of' Per No·;of' Per" 
Ques .. Cent Qu.es .. Cent Ques., Cent 
XI. WAR 
~. General Causes of' War 54 55 109 
B. World War II 22 6 28 
c .. Outlook Regarding the 
War 16 13 29 
D. The Military Serv~ces 
of' the UoSo 10 7 17 
E. Materials of' War 41 3 44 
Fo Munitions of' War 67 34 101 
G .. Problems of' Children 12 15 27 
R. World War I 12 17 29 
I .. Korean War 101 41 142 
J .. Miscellaneous 2 14 16 
-Total 337 4~36 205 2 .. 51 543 3.41 
XII. ANIMAL LIFE 
A" Beginnings of' Ani-
mal Lif'e l03 123 226 
B .. Characte'ristics of' 
Animals 115 104 219 
c .. Body Processes of' 
Animals 30 29 59 
Do Environment 18 13 31 
E .. Food 15 17 32 
F .. Behavior 60 94 154 
G .. Human Treatment of' 
Animals 24 36 60 
H .. Miscellaneous 3 11 14 
-Total 368 4.76 427 5.22 795 5-.00 
XIII o TEE RUMAN BODY 
Ao Structure and Func-
tioning of the 
48 
• 
Ruman Body 66 114 
Bo Body Processes 48 72 120 
Co Food for the Body 11 18 29 
Do Health Problems 24 39 63 
Eo Infants and Young 
Children 2 0 2 
Fo Old Age and Death 29 26 55 
111 .. 
GRADE 4 (Continued) 
' 
Boys. Girls Total (7'732) (8183) (l5JI915) 
Main and Sub-Categories Nooof Per No~of Per No: of' Pel:-~ Qnes .. Cent Queso Cent Qnes .. Cent 
XIII. THE HDMA.N BODY (cont .. ) 
G~ Individual Differeneea 20 29 49 
H. Miscellaneous 31 38 69 
-- - -Total 213 2o7.5 288 3o52 501 3.,15 
XIV .. REPRODUCTION OF ANIMAL 
LIFE 
A. Reproduction of In-
seots 2 19 2J. 
B. Reprod~~tion of Mam-
mala other than Man 6 22 28 
o. Reproduction of Human 
Beings 20 4'7 67 
D. Miscellaneons 6 
..]£ 21 
-
-Total 34 .. 44 103 lo26 137 o86 
xv .. PLANT LIFE 
A. Origin of Plants 3? 66 103 
B. Growth of.: Plants 46 63 109 
o. :Parts of Plants 17 29 46 
D .. Seasonal Changes in 
Plants 15 11 26 
E. Kinds of Pla:o.ts 3 3 6 
F. :Miscellaneous 33 20 53 
- -
Total 151 1o95 192 2.35 343 2.,16 
XVI. TEE EARTH 
A. Age. and. Origin of the 
:S:arth 48. 44 92 
' 
E. Si3e and Shape of the 
Eal"tb. 61 63 124 
011 Mo"9'~ments of the Earth 19 34 53 
D. Phj1'siea1 Features on 
the Earth's Surface 135 141 ' 276 
E. Factors Effective in 
Changing the Earth's 
Surface 21 12 39 
112. 
GRADE 4 (Continued) 
' 
Boys Girls Total 
('7732) (8183}- (15,915) 
Main and Sub-Categories Nooof' Per N'OoOf' Per No;.of' Per'" Qu.es .. Gent Ques. Cent Ques. Gent 
xvr .. TEE EARTH (Cont .. ) 
Fo Commercial Products 
Obtained f'ra.m Earth 41 1'7 58 
Go Miscellaneous 10 19 29 
~
Total 341 4.41 330 4e03 671 4 .. 22 
XVII. w;EATEER AND CLIMATE 
Ao Differences in 
Temperature 13 9 22. 
Bo Seasons 8 6 14 
c .. Atmosphere 22 2 24 
D .. Moisture and Pre-
cipitation 114 118 232 
E. Gathering and Dissem-
inating Information 
on Weather 3 13 16 
F., Miscellaneous _g 10 32 
-Total 182 2.35 158 1.,93 340 2 .. 14 
XVIII .. ASTRONOMY 
A .. The Sun 102 75 Z77 
B .. The Moon 91 '73 16.4 
G .. The Planets other 
than the Earth 139 78 21'7 
Do The Stars and Con-
stellations 95 101 196 
E .. Meteors and Meteorites 2 0 2 
F .. The Force of Gravity 15 2 1'7 
Go The Sky 5 29 34 
H .. The Aurora Borealis 1 0 1 
I .. Miscellaneous 18 15 3.3 
- -Total 468 6.05 3'73 4 .. 56 841 5.,28 
• XIX., ENERGY A .. Natural Physical 
Forces 43 2'7 '70 
Bo Forces Used in )Yiodern 
Technological Develop-
ment 48 21 69 
- -Total 91 1 .. 18 48 .,59 139 .. 8'7 
113. 
I 
GRADE 4 ( Cont i:hued) 
Boys Girls Total 
(7732) (8183) (15.,915) 
Ma~ and Sub-Catego~ies No .. o:f' Per No .. o-:e Per No eOf' Per 
Ques~ Cent Ques. Cent Qnes. Cent 
XX. SCIENCE - M:ISCELLA.NEOUS 
Total 113 lo46 81 .,99 194 1 .. 22 
XXI. MUSIC 
Ao Origin of the Music 'J.4 12 26 
B. Composers of Music 12 19 31 
c .. Musical Instruments 10 8 18 
D .. Miscellaneous 10 18 28 
- - -Total 46 o59 57 .,70 103 .,65 
XXII. ARITHMETIC 
Total 89 lol5 46 ,.56 135 .. 85 
X:X:III .. ART AND ARTISTS 
Total 20 .26 l9 .. 23 39 .. 25 
XXIV. DEFINITIONS OF WORDS 
AND PHRASES 
Total 28 o36 50 o61 78 .. 49 
xxv. MISCELLANEOUS 
Total 148 lo9J. 163 1 .. 99 311 le95 
XXVI. TEE SCHOOL-
A. Personal Problems of 
Pupils 23 73 96 
Bo The Behavior of' Pupils 13 14 27 
• 
c~ The Curriculum 48 84 132 
D .. The Teacher and Methods 
of' Teaching 39 45 84 
E .. Reaso:ris for Having 
Schools 29 39 68 
F. The Physical Surround-
ings 38 41 79 
' 
• 
GRADE 4 ( Continu.ed) 
Boys 
(7732) 
Girls 
(8183) 
114. 
"Total 
(15.,915) 
Main and Sub~Categories Noaof P~r NOoof Per N6~of P~~ 
Qties. Cent Ques.. Cent , -Ques.. Cent 
XXVI .. TEE SCHOOL (Cont.) 
Q .. The Administ~ation 
H .. History and Present 
Status of Schools 
Total 
XXVII.. PROBLEMS OF PERS.ONAL 
AND SOCIAL ADJUST:MEE"T 
52 
80 
-
Ao Family Problems . 21 
B. Greed, Selfishness, Un- · 
kindness, Lawlessness ·26 
Co Religion 88 
D~ Vocations, Individu~l 
Problems 51 
Eo Mental Processes ·g 
F .. Boy-Girl Relationships ll 
G.. Questions Which Suggest 
that the Writers Feel 
There is a Difference 
Between Americans and 
People of Other Lands 
H .. Miscellaneous 
7 
42 
-
Total 
XXVIII .. PlmSONAL - TO TEE 
INQUIRER 
. 255 3.,30 
Total 
XXIX o STATEMENTS THAT DO 
NOT IMPLY QUESTIONS 
230 2 ,.9'7 
Total 61 
XXXo QUESTIONS INVOLVING UN-
KNOWN PERSONS AND 
PLACES 
Total 50 .. 65 
79 
~ 
537 6 .. 56 
49 
31 
189 
00 
6 
3? 
J.31 
242 
-
859 5 .. 39 
70 
57 
277 
J.4l 
15 
48 
12 
134 
-
499 6 olO 754 4,.74 
62 123 
76 o93 126 e79 
e 
e 
• 
115. 
GRADE 4 (Concluded) 
Main and Sub-Categories 
XXXI. QUESTIONS. THAT SUG-
GEST RIDDLES THE 
. CHILD MAY HAVE IN 
MIND 
Total 
XXXII. QUESTIONS THAT SDG-
GEST DAYDREAMING 
Total 
XXXIII.. UNINTELLIGIBLE 
Total 
Boys, Girls Total 
{7732) {8183) (15; 9].5) 
No~o£ Per No~o£ Per N6.o£ Per Ques .. · Cent Ques.. Cent Ques. Cent 
57 86 lo05 143 .. 90 
1'7 o22 24 .29 41 o26 
322 4.61 122 1 .. 49 444 2.79 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE MAIN 
. CATEGORIES AND SUB-CATEGORIES IN GRADE. 5 
. Boya .. Girls Total 
(12.,229) (10,441) (20, 670} 
Main and Sub-Categories Nooof Per Nooof Per No .. o£ Per Q;u.es .. Cent ·Qo.es o Cent Qu.eso "Cent 
I. MAN AS A SOpiAL BEING 
A. History of Man 161 185 346 
B. Early Adjustment to 
Environment . . . ].65 .200 365 
c. E:x.pa;n.sion of Social 
Development .177 158 335 
D. Social Progress I 99 94 193 
E. Dress 16 35 51 
F. Money and the Means of 
Excht;Lnge 95 122 217 
G. Safety 33 55 88 
:a:. Miscellaneous 30 22 -- 52 
-Totai '776 7.,59 811 8.,34 1647 7 .. 97 
.I 
GRADE 5 (Continued) 
Boys . 
(12,229) 
Main and Sub-Categories No .. of' Per 
Q;uesl> Cent 
II. AMERICAN HISPORY AND 
GOVERNMENT 
A. Discovery ~nd Ea~ly 
Explora tion,s 78 
Bo Indians 55 
c.·colonial Life i9 
D. The PilgritfiS 14 
E" Pioneer.Li:f'~ . 10 
Fo National Development . 5.1 
G. Leaders · 162 
Ho Wars, other T~ ' 
World Wars I and II 40-
I. Monuments 19 
J. Problems of Citizenship 22 
K .. MiscellaneouS 43 
III. COMMUNICATIONS 
A. History of Language 
B. Systems and Means of' 
. Recording 
Co Records of Time 
D .. Photography 
E., Modern Means of Com-
munication 
F. Miscellaneous 
·-
80 
163 
87 
33 
156 
29· 
-Total 548 5 .. 36 
IV o TRAVEL AND TRANS-
PORTATION 
Ao Early Means of' Travel 
B o ·Modern Means of Travel 
0.. Miscellaneous 
Total 
14 
535 
59 
-
608 5.94 
Girls 
(10, 441) 
No .,of' Per 
Ques .. Gent 
48 
68 
19 
33 
13 
67 
129 
4 
24 
11 
50 
-
466 4o46 
Total 
(20,670) 
- . . 
No .. of Per 
Ques. Cent 
126 
123 
38 
47 
23 
118 
291 
44 
43 
33 
.93 
979 4 .. 74 
175 255 
274 43.7 
106 193 
41 74 
189 345 
19 ~ 
804 7.70 1352 6.54 
4 
204 
32 
-
240 2 .. 30 
18 
739 
91 
-
848 4.10 
'' 
e 
e 
' 
GRADE 5 (Continued) 
Main and Sub-Categories 
VIII. INDUSTRIES AND COM-
MERCIAL PRODUCTS 
A. The Product 
B. The Producer-His Life 
and Problems 
Co Miscellaneous 
Total 
IX. TEE LOCAL COMMUNITY 
Total 
X .. RECBEATION 
A .. Games and Sports 
B. Toys and Hobbies 
C .. Holidays 
D .. Fairs, Carnivals and 
Circuses 
E. Miscellaneous 
Total 
XI. WAR 
A. General Causes of War 
B .. World War II 
c .. Outlook Regarding the 
War 
Do Military Services of 
the UoSo 
E. Materials of War 
F. Munitions of War 
G .. Problems of Children 
H. World War I 
I o Korean War 
J., Miscellaneous-
Total 
Boys Girls 
(12,~~229) (.10$441) 
Total 
(20$67Q) 
No~ot Per Nooof Per 
Ques ~ Cent Ques.. Cent 
No.,o:r Per 
Ques. Cent 
678 
30 
0 
.........,.,., 
133 le30 
163 
6 
179 
64 
6 
-418 · ·· 4o09 
59 
39 
78 
31 
82 
145 
24 
20 
125 
48 
-
651 6.,36 
788 
32 .. 
5 
-
1466 
62 
5 
825 7. .,90 1533 7 .. 42 
135 1.-29 268 1..30 
9'5 258 
22 28 
319 498 
73 137 
2 8 
64 
19 
59 
7 
13 
55 
43 
16 
81 
_§.§. 
-
123 
58 
137 
38 
95 
200 
6? 
36 
206 
103 
391 3~74 1042 5 .. 04 
119o 
e 
GRADE 5 . (Continued) 
e Boys . Girls Total· (l2p229) . (10, 441) (20$670) 
' Main and Sub-Categories No .. o:f Per No.,()f Per No .. of' Per 
Q,ues .. Cent Ques .. Cent Ques .. Cent 
XII. ANIJ.\IIA.L LIFE 
A. Beginnings of Animal 
Life 167 144 311 
B .. Characteristics of 
Animals 147 105 252 
Co Body Processes of 
Animals 50 3'1 87 
D .. Enviro:mnent 22 1'1 39 
E .. Foocl. 22 23 45 
F~ Behavior 74 43 117 
G .. Htm:J.an Treatment of 
Animals· 13 20 33 
:H~ MiscellaneoU:S 
-l:.i ..l.-1:. 25 
-
Total 509 4e98 421 4 .. 03 930 4.,50 
XIIIo TEE HUMAN BODY 
A., Structure and Func-
tioning of the H'tlman 
Body 74 92 166 
Bo Body Processes 50 71 121 
c. Food :for the Human 
Body 2.0 12 32 
Do Health Problems 40 '96 136 
Eo Infants and Young 
Children 1 8 9 
F. Old Age and Death 39. 59 98 
G .. Individual Differences S3 53 86 
Ho Miscellaneous 54 
-
59 ~ 
Total 3ll 3i)04 450 4e31 761 3 .. 68 
XIV .. REPRODUCTION OF 
ANIMAL LIFE 
I A .. }teproduct:ton of Insects 6 2 8 B .. Reproduction of Mammals 
other than Man 10 10 20 
a .. Repro_Q.uc ti on of Human 
Beings 9 40 49 
D .. Miscellaneous 
.A 32 53 
- -
Total 46 .. 45 84 .. so 130 .. 63 
-e 
• 
GRADE 5 (Continued) 
Girls 
(10,441) 
Main and Sub-Categories No~ot Per No.of' Per Ques.. Cent Ques. Cent 
XV. PLA.l'{T LIFE 
A. Origin of Plants 
B .. Growth of Plants 
C~ Parts of' Plants 
D. Seasonal Changes in 
Plants 
E. Kinds of Plants 
F. Miscellaneous 
Total 
XVI. TBE EARTH 
A& Age and Origin of' 
45 
106 
4B 
4 
14 
33 
-
the' Earth 83 
B. Size and Shape of' 
the Earth 67 
C. Movements of the Earth, 53 
D. Physical Features on 
the Earth's Surface 171 
E .. Factors Effective in 
Changing the Earth's. 
Surf'ace 77 · 
F. Commercial Products 
Obtained from the Earth 70 
G. Miscellaneous 38 
-
58 
94 
5'7 
11 
16 
50 
-
98 
52 
70 
146 
54 
40 
53 
120. 
Total 
(20~670) 
NOoOf' Per 
Ques .. Cent 
103 
200 
105 
15 
30 
83 
-
181 
119 
123 
317 
131 
110 
91 
Total 559 5 .. 46 513 4.91 1072 5ol9 , 
XVII. WEATEER AND CLIMATE 
A. Differences in 
T.empera ture 
B. Seasons 
C. Atmosphere 
D. Moisture and Precipi-
tation 
E .. Gatneri:ng and Dis-
seminating Information 
on Weather 
F. Miscellaneous 
Total 
36 
16 
16 
203 
6 
_g_ 
288 2.,82 
36 
40 
17 
23? 
21 
18 
-
72 
56 
33 
440 
27 
29 
-
657 3ol8 

e 
e 
I 
-... ___ _ 
GRADE 5 (Continued) 
Boys 
(126 229) 
Girls 
(10,441) 
122. 
Total 
(20$670) 
Main and Sub-Categories Nooof' Per No&of' Per No.of' Per. 
Ques.. Cent · Ques. Cent Ques.. Gent 
::pc.IV., DEFil'JIT'IONS OF WORDS 
AND PHRASES 
Total 35 .34 
XXV. MIS OEL:LA}JE ODS 
Total 212 2.07 
XXVI o THE S GHOO:t. 
A. Personai Problems of' 
Pupils 54 
B. The Behavior of' Pupils 6 
0. The Curriculum 91 
D. The Teacher and Methods 
of' Teaching 33 
E. Reasons for Having 
Schools 23 
F. The Phys ieal Surround-
~s 37 
Go The Administration 84 
H. Ri~tory and Present 
Status of Schools 151 
58 
280 2.68 
162 
15 
89 
91. 
60 
54 
111 
ill. 
93 
216 
21 
180 
124 
83 
91 
195 
365 
.45 
Total· 479 4.68 796 lj .62 1275 6.17 
XXVII. PROBLEMS OF PERSONAL 
AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 
As Family Problems 
B. Greed, Selfishness, Un-
kindness, Lawlessness 
C. Religion 
D. Vocations, Individual 
Problems 
E. Mental Processes 
~. Boy-Girl Relationships 
G. Questions Which Suggest 
That the Writers Feel 
There is a Difference 
Between Americans and 
People of' other Lands 
H. M2scel1aneous 
Total 
18 
30 
'76 
166 
17 
17 
4 
66 
-394 
58 
20 
77 
256 
14 
31 
8 
92 
556 5.32 
?6 
50 
153 
422 
31 
48 
12 
l58 
·-950 
123. 
GRADE 5 (Concluded) 
e Boys . Girls Total 
e. (12JI229) (10.!)441) (20,670) 
Main and Sub-Categories No.of' Per No .. of Per No .. or Per Ques. Cent Ques. Cent Ques. Cent 
XXVIII. PERSONAL - TO THE 
INQUIRER 
Total 284 2(178 397 3o80 681 3.,29 
XXIX. STATEMENTS TEAT DO 
NOT IMPLY QUESTIONS 
Total 50 .. 49 32 .31 82 ~40 
XXX .. QUESTIONS INVOLVING 
1JliiKN OWN PERSONS AND 
PLACES 
Total 106 1~04 54 .,52 160 .77 
XXXI. QUEST'XONS THAT SUG-
GEST RIDDLES TEE 
CHILD MAY RAVE IN 
MIND 
Total 91 .. 89 86 .82 177 .86 
XXXII. QUESTIONS THAT SDG-
GEST DAYDREAMING 
Total 31 .,30 4 .,04 35 .17 
XXXIII. UNINTELLIGIBLE 
Total 213 2eQ8 J.7l ]..,64 384 1.86 
' 
e 
e 
• 
124 .. 
NUMBER AND PER CENT OF QUESTIONS ASKED IN THE MAIN 
CATEGORIES .AND SUB-CATEGORIES· IN GRADE 6 
Boys 
(8969) 
Main and Sub-Categories No.,o.f Per 
Ques .. Cent 
I. MAN AS A SOCIAL BEtNG 
A. History of Mail. . 
B. Early Adjustment to _ 
Environment 
G. Expansion of Social 
Development 
D.. Social Progress 
E. :Press 
F. Money and the Means 
of Exchange 
G .. Safety 
R .. Miscellaneous 
168 
75 
213 
'70 
9 
114 
35 
55 
-Total '739 8.,36 
I I.. A!VJERI CAN E:IST ORY AND 
GOVERNMENT 
A., Dis.covery and Early 
Explorations 26 
B., Indians 3'7 
c .. Colonial Life 5 
D .. ~he Pilgrnns 6 
Ea Pioneer Life · 5 
F .. Na'tional Development 63 
G .. Leaders 128 
E: .. Wars~ Other Than World 
Wars I and II 10 
I~~ Monuments 24 
Jo Problems of Citizenship 6 
K .. Miscellaneous 4'7 
Total 357 
III .. COMMUNICATIONS 
A. History of Language 
B .. Systems and .Means o.f 
Recording 
G., Records o.f Time 
D .. Photography 
E. Modern Means of Com-
munication 
F .. Miscellaneous 
95 
165 
76 
36 
189 
..EL 
4 .. 04 
Total 588 6.,66 
Girls 
(8835) 
"Total 
(17,1)804) 
No.,of Per 
Qu.es .. Gent 
No.of Per Ques., Gent 
124 
66 
184 
62 
29 
135 
8 
_2g 
292 
141 
39'7 
132 
38 
249 
43 
107 
660 7 .,36 1399 7.86 
17 
23 
5 
12 
5 
4Yf 
105 
6 
17 
8 
74 
-319 
43 
60 
10 
18 
10 
110 
233 
16 
41 
14 
121 
-676 
133 228 
192 35'7 
9'7 173 
58 94 
152 341 
...EL 64 
3.80 
669 7. 46 1257 7 .. 06 
125. 
GRADE 6 (Co~tinu.ed)" 
e Boys Girls .. Total 
• Main and Sub-Categories 
(8969) (8835) (17 804) 
No .. of' Per No.,of' Per No .. of Per Ques .. Cent Ques .. Cent Ques .. Cent 
IV., TRAVEL AND TRANS-
PORTATION 
A. .. Early Me~s of' Travel 7 64 71 
B .. Modern Means of' Travel 464 94 558 
c .. Miscellaneous ill. 104 217 
-
-Total 586 6.,61 262 2 .. 92 846 4 .. 75 
v. INVENTIONS 
A. Person or Persons Re-
spo:risible for the 
Invention 183 51 234 
B .. T :iJ:ne at which tb.e In-
vention was Made 17 5 22 
c .. Edison as an Inventor 1 1 2 
D .. Miscellaneous 6 .11 17 
- - -Total 207 2 .. 34 68 .. 76 275 1 .. 54 
VI. GEOGRAPHY OF THE UNITED 
STATES AND ITS TERRI-
TORIES. 
A. .. Size of' the U .. 8 .. 12 11 23 
B .. Divisions o:f' the U.s .. 16 12 28 
c .. Distances Within the 
u .. s. and Between Its 
Territories 14 8 22 
D .. Cl:iJ:nate 0 3 3 
Eo Physical F~atures 11 17 28 
F .. Miscellaneous 46 43 89 
G., National Parks 0 5 5 
:a:. Facts on the Population 22 16 38 
r .. Cities of' the u .. sd 12 6 18 
- -Total 133 1.,51 121 1.,35 254 1 .. 43 
• 
VII .. DISTANT LANDS A.ND 
PEOPLES 
A. .. The People 199 226 425 
B .. Natural Divisions and 
Physical Features 28 22 50 
c .. The CJ.imate 3 6 12 
D. Location of' Lands 17 5 22 
1269 
e 
GRADE• 6 _,-{Continued) 
Girls Total ~ Boys (8969) (8835) (17 g804} 
1VIa3n and Sub-Categories No .. of' Per No .. of Per Nooof Per Q,ues .. Cent Ques. Cent Q.ues. Cent 
VII .. DISTANT LANDS AND 
PEOPLES (Continued) 
E .. Distance of Lands 12 12 24 
F., Wildlife 2 58 60 
G .. MiseelJ.aneous 133 88 221 
- - -
Total 394 4o46 417 4e65 811 4o56 
VIII .. INDUSTRIES AND COM-
MERCIAL PRODUCTS 
A .. The Pro duet 313 334 647 
B .. The Producer-His Life 
and Problems 26 ~ 50 
-
-Total 339 3e84 358 3.99 697 3.91 
IX .. TEE LOCAL OOMMIJNITY 
Totai 92 1.04 124 le38 216 1.21 
x. RECREATION 
A. Games and Sports 338 105 443 
Be Toys and Hobbies 16 24 40 
c. Holidays 66 146 212 
D .. Fairs, Carnivals and 
Circuses 37 37 74 
E .. Miscellaneous 11 3 14 
- - -Total 468 5o30 315 3&51 783 4o40 
XI .. WAR 
A. General Causes of War 68 84 152 
B., World War II 39 15 54 
c. Outlook Regarding the 
War 83 94 177 
• 
D .. Military Services of 
the u .. s .. 26 26 52 
E. Materials of' War 55 8 63 
Fo Munitions of War 148 64 212 
G. Proble.ms of Children 35 31 66 
H. World War I 3 8 11 
r. Korean War 1.00 91 191 
J. Miscellaneous 48 41 89 
"- -Total 604 6.85 462 5.15 1067 5 .. 99 
127 0 
GRADE 6 (Con:iiinued) 
-
Boys Girls Total 
• 
(8969) (8835) (17$804) 
main and Sub-Categories No .. of' Per No6of Per No .. of Per Ques .. Cent Q,ues" Gent Ques .. Cent 
XII .. ANIMAL LIFE 
A: Beginnings of Animal 
Life 155 114 269 
B .. Characteristics of 
.Animals 150 100 250 
c .. Body Processes of 
.An5.mals 52 39 91 
D .. Environment 17 15 32 
E .. Food 10 12 22-
F .. Behavior 66' 62 129 q. .. Ruman Treatment of. 
Animals 21 32 53 
He Miscellaneous _.@.§. 35 61 
- -Total 497 5~63 409 4a56 906 5.,09 
XIII .. THE BIJMAN BODY 
A .. Structure and Function-
ing of the Human Body 8? 119 206 
Bb Body Processes 61 101 1.62 
c .. Food for the Human Body ll 33 44 
D .. Health Problems 52 98 150 
E .. Infants and Young 
Children 6 11 1'7 
F .. Old Age and Death 63 82 145 
G .. Individual Differences 8'7 '76 163 
R .. Miscellaneous 30 ~ 103 
- -Total 39'7 4fl49 593 6.61 990 5 .. 56 
XIV .. REPRODUCTION OF ANIMAL 
LIFE 
A. Reproduction of Insects 0 1 1 
B. Reproduction of Mammals 
• 
other than Man 6 4 10 
c .. Reproduction of' Human 
Be'ings 5 1'7 22 
D .. Miscellaneous 13 '7 20 
....,..._ 
-
~
Total 24 .. 27 29 .,32 53 .. 30 
128. 
GRADE 6 (Continued) 
e 
~ Boys Girls Total (8969) (8835) (17 g804) 
Main and Sub-Categories No.of' Per No .. of' Per Noaof' Per 
Ques .. Cent Ques .. Cent Ques .. Cent 
XV.. PLANT LIFE 
A .. Origin of' Plants 23 16 39 
B. Growth of Plants 77 77 154 
c .. Parts of Plants 24 31 55 
D. Seasonal Changes in 
Plants 6 12 18 
Eo Kinds of' Plants 9 16 25 
F. Miscellaneous 
..& 27 48 
-
..,.,.._, 
Total 160 lo81 179 2~00 339 la90 
XVI. TEE EARTH 
A .. Age and Origin of' 
the Earth 62 63 125 
B. Size and Shape of 
the Earth 60 39 99 
c. Movements of the Earth 31 51 82 
n. Physical Features on 
the Earth's Surface 180 132 312 
E. Factors Effective in 
Changing the Earth's 
Surface 76 87 143 
F .. Commercial Products 
Obtained f'rom the Earth 33 28 61 
G .. Miscellaneous ...§1. 93 174 
- -Total 523 5o92 473 5.27 996 5 .. 59 
X VII. WEATEER AND CLIMATE 
A .. Differences in 
Temperature 23 14 37 
B .. Seasons 6 20 26 
c .. Atmosphere 18 25 43 
D .. Moisture and Precipi-
•• 
tat ion 105 155 260 
E .. Gathering and Dissem-
inating Information on 
Weather 13 20 33 
Fe Mis ce11aneous 9 15 24 
- - -
Total 174 lo96 249 2o78 423 2 .. 38 
129. 
GRADE 6 ( Cont inned) 
e Boys Girls Total ttl (8969) (8835) (1'7,804) 
Main and Sub-Categories No .• of' Per No~of Per No&of' Per· 
Ques. Cent Ques. Cent Ques. Cent 
XVIII. ASTRONOMY 
A. The S1m 102 89 191 
B. The Moon 98 69 167 
c. The Planets other than 
the Earth 280 1'76 456 
D. The Stars and Con~ 
stellations 91 96 187 
E. Meteors and Meteorites 15 2 17 
F. The Force of G~avity 3 5 8 
G. The Sky 25 43 68 
H. The Aurora Borealis l 2 3 
I. Miscellaneous 37 22 59 
- -
Total 652 7.38 504 5.62 1156 6.49 
XIX. ENERGY 
A .. Natural Physical Forces 
B. ~Forces Used in Modern 
56 48 104 
Technological Develop-
ment 97 53 150 
-
Total 153 1.73 101 1.13 254 1 .. 43 
XX. SCIENCE - MISCELLANEOUS 
Total 178 2~01 145 1 .. 62 323 1.81 
XXI. MUSIC 
A .. Origin of the Music 7 19 26 
B, Composers of Music l 12 13 
c. Musical Instruments 8 13 21 
D. Miscellaneous 4 9 ...]& 
Total 20 .23 53 .59 73 .. 41 
-
XXII. ARITHMETIC 
Total 22 .25 35 .,39 57 .. 31 
XXIII. ART AND ARTISTS 
Total 22 o£5 24 .27 46 .. 26 
e 
• 
• 
130. 
GRADE 6 (Continued) 
Boys Girls Total 
(8969) (8835) (17,804) 
Main and Sub~Categories Noao~ Per No~o~ Per No.o~ Per 
Ques. Cent Q;o.es .. Cent Ques .. Cent 
XXIV. DEFINITIONS OF WORDS 
AND PHRAS.ES 
Total 61 .69 
XXV. MISOE;LIANEOUS 
Total 276 3 .. 12 
XXVI .. TEE SCHOOJ:;. 
A. Personal Problems o~ 
P~i~ 75 
.B. The Behavior o~ Pupils 6 
c. The Curriculum 56 
D. The Teacher and Methods 
o~ .Teaching 46 
E. Reasons ~or Having 
Schools 36 
F. The Physical Surround-
ings 18 
G. The Administration 39 
H. History and Present 
Status o~ Schools · 123 
Total 
XXVII. PROBLEMS OF PERSONAL 
AND SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT 
399 4.52 
A. Family Problems 41 
B. Greed, Sel.fisbness, Un-
kindness, Lawlessness 16 
C. Religion 105 
D. Vocations, Individual 
Problems 180 
E. Mental Processes 8 
F. Boy-Girl Relationships 36 
G. Questions which Suggest 
that the Writers Feel 
there is a Di~~erence 
Between Americans and 
People of other Lands · 12 
H. Miscellaneous 63 
Total 461 5.22 
61 .68 
283 3.16 
123 
20 
74 
105 
21 
59 
66 
187 
-
122 .. 69 
559 3.14 
].98 
26 
130 
151 
57 
77 
105 
310 
655 7.30 1054 5.,92 
73 
14 
207 
241 
17 
77 
29 
143 
114 
30 
312 
421 
25 
113 
41. 
206 
801 8.93 1262 7.09 
131. 
e 
GRADE 6. (Concluded) 
• 
Boys Girls TotaJ. 
(8969) (8835) (J.? ~804) 
MsJ.n and Sub-Categories No.of Per No .. of :Per No.of' Per 
Q.ues.·Cent Q,ues. Cent Ques .. Cent 
XXVIII. PERSONAL - TO THE 
INQUIRER 
TQtal 151 1.71 2'73 3o04 424 2.38 
XXIX. STATEMENTS THAT DO 
NOT IMPLY QUESTIONS 
Total 48 .,54 56 a62 104 .58 
xxx. QUESTIONS .IlifVO~VING 
UNKNOWN PERSONS AND 
PLACES 
Tota:t. 71 .. so 67 .75 138 .78 
XXXI. QUESTIONS THAT SUG-
GEST RIDDLES THE 
CHILD 'MAY RA "VE IN · 
MIND 
Total 23 .26 15 .. 17 38 .. 21 
XXXII .. ·QUESTIONS THAT SUG-
GEST DAYDREAMING 
Tot a~ 6 .07 .OJ. 7 .04 
XXXIII. UNINTELLIGIBLE 
Total 145 1.64 54 .eo 199 L.J.2 
•• 
• 
•• 
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